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ABSTRACT
A femtosecond time-resolved Raman spectrometer is developed to study the 
ultrafast dynamics of hemoprotein. The laser system consists o f a dye laser 
synchronously pumped by the SHG of compressed ML Nd:YAG laser pulse, and a 
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier using chirped-pulse-amplification technique. The 
laser system provides 350 fs pulses output with 0.4 mJ/pulse energy at the repetition 
rate of 1 KHz. The tunability covers the whole Tirsapphire lasing range with the use 
of different laser dye.
Femtosecond time-resolved resonance Raman experiment shows that the ligand 
photodissociation quantum yield depends on the nature o f ligand. With three ligands 
studied, CO has about 100% quantum yield while 0 2 has about 40% and NO has 
about 20%. No significant amount o f geminate recombination observed in less than 
10 ps for CO and 0 2. However, most of the photodissociated NO ligand geminate 
recombines within 30 ps.
The electronic relaxation of photoexcited hemoprotein occurs in about 300 fs. 
While the ligand dissociated hemes are relatively vibrationally cool, the ligand bound 
hemes subsequent to electronic relaxation are vibrationally hot. The energy is 
deposited in high vibrational frequency modes with a 2 ps IVR process. The EVR 
process occurs in about 4-5 ps. These results are in agreement with other ultrafast 
hemoprotein experimental observations.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The development of ultrafast laser technology providing subpicosecond time 
resolution extends the study of ultrafast dynamics o f condensed phase chemical 
reactions1, as well as many biological processes,2 such as the primary events in 
photosynthesis, photoreception of visual process and oxygen binding o f heme 
proteins. In those processes, transient intermediates play important roles in the 
understanding of reaction dynamics. Time resolved spectroscopy has proved to be 
a very useful tool in the characterization and identification of those reaction 
intermediates. The rapidly growing body of data on ultrafast molecular dynamics 
provides valuable information to understand the detail processes o f chemical 
reactions in condensed phase and biological systems.
In a typical pump probe experiment, a laser pulse is used to excite the 
molecules to initiate the reaction. A probe pulse follows up to detect the spectral 
changes caused by the pump. By varying the delay time between the pump and the 
probe, the course of molecular reaction can be recorded. Both transient absorption 
spectroscopy 3,4 and transient Raman spectroscopy5 have been extensively used to 
follow the molecular reactions initiated by the pump laser pulse.
Optical absorption techniques are among the most widely used methods in the 
investigation of ultrafast molecular dynamics. Transient optical absorption 
spectroscopy is very effective in studying many problems because most transient 
polyatomic species have relatively large electronic absorption signals. However, the 
technique is not sensitive to the nuclear motion of the chromophore or the responses
1
2of the surrounding environment. On the other hand, intense vibrational excitation in 
the chromophore could distort the electronic absorption spectra. Transient vibrational 
spectroscopy such as transient Raman technique is more appropriate in addressing 
these effects because the technique is highly sensitive to structural changes. 
Furthermore, by tuning the laser wavelength to an electronic transition, resonance 
Raman enhancement not only increases the signal significantly but also greatly 
simplifies the task of interpretating the Raman spectra since only the modes which 
are coupled to the electronic transition are enhanced. Therefore, resonance Raman 
can be used to selectively study a specific chromophore of a complex 
macromolecule. This dissertation describes the development of a femtosecond time- 
resolved resonance Raman spectrometer to study the ultrafast dynamics o f a 
biologically important molecule, hemoglobin.
Hemoglobin is the protein involved in the transportation of molecular oxygen. 
Due to its important physiological function, many efforts have been made to 
understand the ligand binding process and the influence o f protein structure on ligand 
binding ability. The heme in hemoglobin can bind 0 2, CO, NO and other ligands 
reversibly. Since the historical discovery that the heme-ligand complexes can 
photodissociate,6 ligand detachment by optical excitation has play a central role in 
the study of the ligand binding mechanisms in heme proteins. Laser pulse photolysis 
provides a way to force a significant amount of hemoglobin molecules to shed their 
ligands at the same time. Transient optical spectroscopic methods have been 
employed to monitor the structural changes of chromophore and protein matrix on
3many time scales and have contributed much to the understanding of photophysics 
and photochemistry of this biologically important molecule.7 A brief review 
presented in Chapter 2 summarizes the current understanding of the transient 
dynamics of hemoprotein subsequent to photo excitation. With the improvement of 
time resolution, ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy focuses on the following two 
topics o f hemoprotein photolysis: (a) Ligand dissociation and recombination; (b) 
Energy and structural relaxation of the heme and protein after photodissociation of 
ligand.
Both transient absorption and transient Raman techniques have been 
extensively used to monitor the complicated dynamics o f hemoproteins following 
laser photolysis. Absorption spectroscopy has proved to be powerful in the 
identification of heme excited states and other intermediates produced subsequent to 
the ligand dissociation. The time course of the rebinding of a ligand to the heme 
subsequent to the ligand photodissociation and before the dissociated ligand moves 
out of the heme pocket can also be recorded by absorption spectroscopy. On the 
other hand, time-resolved Raman spectroscopy has been exploited as a 
complementary method to obtain detailed structural information concerning the 
dynamics of protein-heme interactions.8 By chosing a Raman probe frequency 
resonant with a heme electronic excitation, it is possible to selectively enhance only 
the vibrational modes associated with heme. Alternatively it is also possibile to 
selectively enhance only protein modes by appropriate choice o f wavelength.
4Although time-resolved resonance Raman technique developed rapidly in the 
last two decades, most of the experiments on hemoproteins are limited to the 
measurement of frequency shift of Stokes components. Direct measurement of 
antiStokes dynamics is rare due to the great difficulty to detect the inherently weak 
antiStokes signal. However the measurements of antiStokes components are of 
critical importance to the accurate interpretation of Raman spectra because antiStokes 
dynamics directly measure the population of vibrational excitation. The first direct 
observation of antiStokes dynamics of hemoprotein was reported by Lingle et al with 
8 ps time resolution on deoxyhemoglobin.9 With the construction of an ultrafast 
laser system, the direct measurement of hemoglobin antiStokes dynamics has been 
achieved for the first time with femtosecond time resolution. The result of this 
experiment is presented in Chapter 5.
The origin of the large difference of ligand photodissociaction efficiency on 
long time scale between different hemoprotein-ligand complexes has been a 
controversial issue for many years. By comparing the relative Raman intensities of 
different ligated hemoproteins, the initial quantum yields of ligand photodissociation 
for different ligated hemoproteins can be determined relatively. This part of 
experiment is also described in Chapter 5.
Since time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy is a relatively new 
technique, details of various experimental methods are discussed in Chapter 4. A 
brief review o f the theoretical basis of this fast developing technique is presented at
5the beginning of that chapter to provide necessary information for a better 
understanding of this new experimental method.
In pushing the technology to the femtosecond time scale, a pioneering effort 
has been made to construct an ultrafast laser system for the investigation of ultrafast 
dynamics in solution phase. The system is designed to have the right features 
especially for femtosecond time-resolve resonance Raman experiments, that is, 
ultrashort laser pulse width, high energy per laser pulse, high repetition rate, and 
wide tunability. The development and characterization of this super laser system are 
described in Chapter 3.
CHAPTER 2. THE PHOTODYNAMICS OF HEMEPROTEIN
2.1 Hemoglobin
Hemoglobin10 is the protein contained in red blood cells of vertebrates and 
serves as the oxygen carrier. The molecule has a tetramer structure that consists of 
four polypeptide chains, two o f one kind and two of another [Figure 2.1]. In 
hemoglobin A, the principle hemoglobin in adults, the two types o f polypeptide 
chains are a  chains and p chains. The four chains are held together by noncovalent 
interactions. Each of the four intricately folded polypeptide chains houses a 
prosthetic group - heme. The heme group gives hemoglobin the distinctive color and 
the capacity to bind oxygen.
The heme is actually a Fe-protoporphyrin IX [Figure 2.2]. The central iron 
atom binds to the four nitrogen atoms in the center o f the protoporphyrin ring. The 
protoporphyrin is a tetrapyrrole ring made up of four pyrrole rings linked by methene 
bridges. Four methyl, two vinyl, and two propionate side chains are attached to the 
tetrapyrrole ring.
In hemoglobin the heme groups are located in crevices near the exterior of 
the molecule, one in each subunit. The highly polar propionate side chains o f the 
heme are on the surface of the molecule. The rest of the heme is inside the molecule, 
surrounded by the globin. In addition to the four Fe-N bonds in the heme plane, the 
Fe atom can form two additional bonds, one on each side of the heme plane, termed 
the fifth and the sixth coordination positions. The fifth binding site is occupied by 
a histidine residue (His-F8) o f the protein, which is referred to as "proximal
6
7Figure 2.1 The tetramer structure of hemoglobin
A human hemoglobin A molecule consists of two a  polypeptide chains and 
two P polypeptide chains to form a tetramer structure. Each a  chain contains 141 
amino acid residues and each p chain contains 146 amino acid residues. Each 
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Figure 2.2 The structure of heme
The heme is a Fe-protoporphrin IX. It is the chromophore of hemoglobin.
9histidine". The sixth coordination position is the ligand binding site. The oxidation 
state of the central iron could be +2 or +3. However, only the hemoglobin with +2 
oxidation state iron has the oxygen binding capacity.
The quaternary structure of hemoglobin has been determined to be quite 
different with and without ligand binding. In deoxyhemoglobin different chains are 
constrained by salt links (electrostatic interaction). The structure is tauter and is 
referred to as T (taut or tense) form which has a low oxygen affinity. On the other 
hand, the quaternary structure o f oxygenated hemoglobin is relaxed due to the 
disruption of those salt bridges. This high oxygen affinity structure is termed R 
(relaxed) form.
The transition from high oxygen affinity R structure to low oxygen affinity 
T structure after ligand dissociation is believed to be triggered by the movement of 
the iron atom out of the heme plane. In oxyhemoglobin the iron is in the heme plane, 
whereas in deoxyhemoglobin the iron moves about 0.4A out of the heme plane 
toward the proximal histidine due to the cleavage of the Fe-ligand bond, and the 
whole heme group is domed in the same direction. This movement of iron atom 
pushes the histidine F8 and results in shifts of the F helix [Figure 2.3]. The 
conformational change is then transmitted to the subunit interfaces, where the 
formation or rupture of salt links occurs. Consequently the globin equilibrium 
structure transforms from one state to another state. The subunit interactions give rise 
to the allosteric effects of hemoglobin that enables the four subunits of a hemoglobin
10
F h e l i x
Figure 2.3 Conformatinal difference o f R and T form
In ligated hemoglobin, the iron is in the heme plane. In unligated 
hemoglobin, however, the iron is out o f the heme plane. The movement of iron 
subsequent to ligand photodissociation pushes the histidine F8 and results in shifts 
o f the F helix and eventually causes the changes of subunit interactions.
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molecule to bind ligand cooperatively thus greatly enhancing the oxygen 
transportation capability o f hemoglobin.
2.2 Previous Time-resolved Spectroscopy Study
2.2.1 Photodissociation Quantum Yield and Geminate Recombination
The study of hemoprotein photochemistry began almost 100 years ago. In 
1895 Haldane and Lorrain-Smith reported that carboxyhemoglobin is reversibly 
photodissociated by visible light.” Since then several researches showed that other 
hemoproteins have this same property.12,13 The early investigations focus on the 
measurement of photodissociation quantum yield. The systematic studies conducted 
by Q. H. Gibson and colleagues showed that the photodissociation quantum yields 
vary substantially for different ligands.14,15 On millisecond time scales 
carboxyhemoglobin has a ligand photodissociation quantum yield o f 0.4. The 
quantum yields for oxyhemoglobin and for nitrosylhemoglobin are 0.008 and 0.001 
respectively. It was well established by then that there is no simple correlation 
between the quantum yield for various ligands and their affinity constant in the 
ground state.16 The big differences of ligand photodissociation quantum yield 
between different hemoprotein-Iigand complexes was attributed to the different 
properties of the lowest-lying excited state of the metalloporphyrin.17 It was also 
found that the quaternary structure of hemoprotein have some effects on the 
photodissociation quantum yield.18 For the same ligand, different hemoproteins has 
different photodissociation quantum yield.
12
It was not until the application of Q-switch laser technique on laser 
photolysis o f hemoproteins that it was realized the low photodissociation quantum 
yield of some hemoproteins was partially due to the geminate recombination between 
photodissociated fragments. In 1974 Alpert et al.19 used a 30 ns laser pulse to 
photodissociate human HbCO and H b02. They observed a transient species with a 
life time of about 80 ns. The results were unfortunately misinterpreted as tertiary 
structural changes following photodissociation. Subsequent experiments20,21 
showed that the transient corresponds entirely to geminate recombination whereby 
a fraction of the photolysed ligand rebinds to the heme iron before escaping into the 
solvent. The magnitude is dependant upon protein, ligand and temperature.
The existence of geminate recombination was confirmed unequivocally by 
Friedman and Lyons22 using time-resolved resonance Raman technique. Early 
Raman spectra of hemoproteins shows that the porphyrin totally symmetric 
"breathing" vibration mode v4 is very sensitive to the ligation state of the central 
iron.23,24 In HbCO this mode peaks at 1373cm'1 and in deoxyhemoglobin it peaks 
at 1355cm'!. The frequency shift is believed to be due to the variation of the tc 
electron density of the porphyrin ring. By looking at the time evolution of this band 
it was found that the disappearance of HbCO intensity reappeared in about 100 ns.
The improvement of time resolution revealed even faster geminate 
recombination events following ultrafast laser pulse photolysis. Hochstrasser’s group 
found that the dissociation of 0 2 from H b02 after photolysis with 30 ps green pulse 
was followed by 40% of geminate recombination with a time constant of about 200
13
ps.25 With 8 ps 353 nm laser pulse, a 17 ps and a about 100 ps geminate 
recombination were observed for HbHO.26 No geminate recombination for CO was 
observed during this time scale.
Although the discovery o f subnanosecond geminate recombination phase 
partially accounted for the difference of quantum yield at long time scale for 
different ligands, the question of the magnitude of the original quantum yield still 
remained. Recently a series of transient absorption experiments have been carried out 
by Martin’s group with time resolution better than 100 fs.27'28,29 They found that 
the bleaching of ligated species absorption maximum occurs in less than 50 fs, the 
time resolution limited of their laser pulse. The deligated absorption feature shows 
up in about 300 fs, and the recovery of ligated absorption has a 2.5 ps component. 
The magnitude of this ligated absorption recovery component varies significantly for 
different ligands. NO ligand has the maximum recovery, for 0 2 it is a little smaller, 
and for CO ligand it is almost zero. The model they used to interpret these data is 
summarized as follows.30
In less than 50 fs the absorption o f photons causes the hemoprotein excitation 
and non-radiative relaxation to the low-lying "bottle neck" states. The ligands then 
photodissociate from these states leaving deligated hemoproteins in two electronic 
excited states denoted as Hb*, and Hb*„ [Figure 2.4]. The original ligand 
photodissociation quantum yield is believed to be unity disregard the specifity of 
ligand and hemoprotein. The Hb*, population has a life time o f about 300 fs and is 
interpreted as relaxing to the precursor of the ground-state unligated species. For
14
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Figure 2.4 Current model of hemoglobin ultrafast dynamics
Upon optical excitation, hemoglobin ligand dissociates with 100% quantum 
yield. Two species present after the photoabsorptions. The Hb*, species absorbing 
from 450 nm to 480 nm evolves into the precursor of ground state unligated 
hemoglobin in about 300 fs. The Hb*,, specie absorbing from 435 nm to 470 nm 
recombines with dissociated ligands in about 2.5 ps.
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HbCO it is assigned to an excited-state triplet ligand-field state o f the unligated 
heme. For the heme-02 and the heme-NO complexes, this species is attributed to a 
triplet charge-transfer state which similarly produces an excited-state triplet ligand-
* ( r
field state of the unligated heme. The population of the 2.5 ps species, Hb*H, is only 
significant for heme-02 and heme-NO complexes. This species is assigned to an 
excited-state singlet ligand-field state of the unligated heme which has an origin of 
a singlet charge-transfer state of the ligated species. It is believed that this 2.5 ps
component has a planar heme structure and thus has a higher reactivity toward
photodissociated ligand. The geminate recombination of this species is proposed as 
the primary reason why NO and 0 2 ligands show much lower photodissociation 
quantum yields than CO ligand on long time scale.
However this model has several problems. First of all the existence o f 2 to
3 ps geminate recombination phase has not been confirmed by other spectroscopic 
methods. Femtosecond infrared spectroscopy study of HbNO finds no evidence of 
the this geminate recombination phase.31 Secondly if the excitation of 
deoxyhemoglobin also produce this 2.5 ps species, then the 2.5 ps life time must be 
the excitation relaxation time for this species. In order to fit the above model it is 
necessary to assume that the electronic relaxation of this species when generated 
from ligated hemoprotein would be much slower than 2.5 ps so that most of this 
species population would end up geminate recombination with ligand in 2.5 ps. An 
assumption like this is difficult to accept. Furthermore, if the above ratio branching 
model is correct, repetitive photoexcitation should pump the system toward complete
16
photodissociation. Photodissociation experiments at cryogenic temperatures indicate 
that even at liquid helium temperatures, where the geminate recombination between 
the heme and the ligand located within the heme pocket slows down dramatically, 
the yield of photodissociation does not increase noticeably as expected.32 
Approximately 60% of an H b02 sample remains ligand bound under these 
conditions. All of those problems suggest that the above model cannot be operative 
in determining the initial ratio of photoproduct to reform ligand-bound species.
2.2.2 Energy and Structure Relaxation
Subsequent to the photodissociation event, there are several other processes 
that can both influence spectral evolution and be of significance in modulating the 
early dynamics of either a spontaneously dissociated or photodissociated ligand. 
These processes include local heating due to the dissociation event, rapid local 
structure relaxation, and equilibrium fluctuation of the structure.
The absorption of a visible photon by heme deposits about 50 kcal/mol of 
energy within the heme. In the case of ligand dissociation a fraction o f this energy 
is consumed by the dissociation process. A tremendous amount of this energy is 
converted into the hot vibration of the heme. This vibrational energy would then be 
transferred to the protein matrix and finally into the solvent heat bath. By measuring 
the antiStokes dynamics of heme vibrational band, the vibrational cooling o f the 
unligated heme after photoexcitation with 8 ps pulse has been directly observed.33 
The vibrational relaxation of heme is estimated to be 2 to 5 ps. Transient phase 
grating spectroscopy experiment shows that in 10 ps the energy is transferred to
17
water solvent.34 The observed vibrational cooling of heme is faster than theoretical 
prediction,35 which means that the coupling between the heme and the surrounding 
protein is closer than expected. It is believed that the coupling between the heme and 
the protein is through the Van de Waals contacts instead of the iron-histidine bond.
The structural relaxation is more complicated and spans a lot longer time 
scale. While most of the protein relaxation is believed to occur on a nanosecond to 
microsecond time scale, the structural change of the heme is on an ultrafast time 
scale. As soon as the ligand dissociates, the iron moves out of the heme plane after 
a few vibrations in less than 300 fs. This movement further triggers the tertiary 
structure change and finally induces the transition of quaternary structure from R to 
T. Time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy has been used to monitor the whole 
structural relaxation process.36'37 It has been demonstrated that the ligated and 
deligated R states have their intrinsic structural difference, as do the ligated T and 
deligated T states. Experiments show that the iron-histidine stretching mode is very 
sensitive to the structural change of globin.38,39 Systematic studies show that up 
to 10 ns subsequent to photodissociation the initial photoproduct structure is still the 
tertiary structure of the ligand-bound R-state protein. Starting at a few tens of 
nanoseconds and ending in a few microseconds the Raman spectrum of the heme 
changes to a spectrum characteristic of a deligated R-state. From 10 to 30 ms the 
iron-histidine band assumes a frequency and line shape characteristic o f the 
equilibrium deligated T-state. The reverse process starts from the deligated T-state 
and undergoes the ligated-T state to end with equilibrium ligated R-state. The UV
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time-resolved resonance Raman studies focusing on the tryptophans and tyrosines 
within hemoglobin reveal that a tertiary transition occurs on a few microseconds time 
scale40 and that the R-to-T transition occurs at 20 ms41 subsequent to 
photodissociation.
CHAPTER 3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A FEMTOSECOND 
LASER SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
The research in our group is oriented towards ultrafast measurements of 
chemical dynamics in solution. New techniques such as transient vibrational 
spectroscopy are used to follow chemical changes by direct measurement of 
molecular force constants. Transient infrared and Raman spectroscopy are used. 
These methods require special ultrafast laser systems since both the pump and the 
probe pulses must be intense laser pulses. In addition, since vibrational spectra are 
inherently weak, high repetition rate lasers are required to recover the small signal 
levels. In pushing the technology to the femtosecond time scale high repetition rate 
lasers become increasingly important to avoid high peak powers on the sample.
The development o f the laser system described below was a pioneering effort 
to develop a femtosecond laser with just the right characteristics for doing 
femtosecond vibrational spectroscopy. The unique features of this system are high 
power, high repetition rate, and wide tunability. The system can be combined 
(frequency mixed) with other lasers to provide synchronized femtosecond pulses at 
other wavelengths.
A high power ultrafast laser system usually consists of an oscillator, 
commonly a mode-locked dye laser or Tirsapphire laser, to output low power tunable 
femtosecond pulses; and an amplifier, commonly a multi-stage amplifier or a 
regenerative amplifier to amplify the laser power.
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Several techniques based on the effects of group velocity dispersion (GVD) 
and self-phase-modulation (SPM) have been invented to shape ultrashort laser pulses 
outside the laser cavity. These are fiber-grating pulse compressing, grating pulse 
stretching and compressing, and prism pair GVD compensating. The combination of 
these techniques has generated laser pulses as short as 6 femtoseconds.42 High 
energy ultrashort laser pulses with peak powers up to several TeraWatt have also 
been reported.43
In this chapter the development of a high repetition rate, high power ultrafast 
laser system is described. The system consists of a synchronously mode-locked 
femtosecond dye laser pumped by the second harmonic generation of compressed 
mode-locked YAG pulse train and a Ti:sapphire regen amplifier using chirped- 
pulse-amplification technique [Figure 3.1]. Pulses with 400 uJ energy and 350 fs 
duration have been obtained at the repetition rate of 1 kHz. The repetition rate can 
be tuned up as high as 10 kHz. In addition, the laser has a wide tunable range that 
coves the whole lasing regime of Ti:sapphire crystal.
3.2 Design of the Laser System
This section describes the design criteria and various laser schemes which 
were considered. In some cases it was necessary to perform some calculations to 
address feasibility and these calculations are described below.
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Figure 3.1 Femtosecond laser system
The laser system consists of a Mode-locked NdYAG Laser to pump the 
dye laser, a fiber compressor to compress YAG output, a synchronously pumped 
dye laser to generate femtosecond laser pulses, a grating pulse stretcher to chirp 
the dye pulse, a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier to amplify the chirped pulse, 
a Q-switch Nd:YLF laser to pump the amplifier, and grating pulse compressor to 
compress the amplified pulse. F.R., Faraday Rotator; KTP, Potassium Trihydrogen 
Phosphate; P.C., Pockels Cell; TP, Thin Film Polarizer.
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The femtosecond laser system designed for transient Raman spectroscopy has 
several unique requirements. First, it must be possible to generate intense pulses at 
both the pump and probe frequencies. This criteria for transient Raman spectroscopy 
is unlike that in absorption spectroscopy where a single intense pump pulse is 
generated and used in conjunction with a very weak probe pulse from a femtosecond 
white light continuum. The necessity of two intense pulses in the Raman experiment 
comes from a consideration of the signal-to-noise. In a Raman experiment there is 
a large background signal which comes from the solvent Raman spectrum. The 
signal-to-noise for a photoexcited transient spectrum is therefore linear in both the 
pump and probe lasers. However, since Raman scattering is inherently weak in 
contrast to electronic absorption a very intense probe pulse is required for Raman. 
In addition, an intense pump pulse must be used to increase the concentration of the 
photoexcited transient relative to the solvent.
An extension of this criteria is that the pulses should be widely tunable so 
that good overlap can be achieved with the electronic absorption bands of the 
precursor and transient species. In addition, there is a limit to the laser power that 
can be used in any solution experiment in order to avoid multiphoton absorption and 
other non-linear effects. Once this limit has been achieved only signal averaging can 
further enhance the signal-to-noise. Since the increase in signal-to-noise goes as the 
square root of the number of pulses acquired, it is necessary for Raman experiments 
to have a high repetition rate laser.
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Figure 3.2 Bandwidth pulse width relationship
For Fourier transform limited pulse with sech2 pulse shape, the bandwidth 
pulse width product is 0.31. This limits the time resolution for transient Raman 
spectroscopy to about 200 fs because the bandwidth must be less than 50 cm '1.
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Since the goal of these experiments is to perform a transient vibrational 
spectroscopy it is important to have a laser pulse which is nearly Fourier transform 
limited. Figure 3.2 shows the transform limited pulse width for an ultrafast sech2 
pulse. For vibrational spectroscopy any bandwidth greater than about 50 cm'1 
degrades the usefulness of the spectrometer. This limits the useful time resolution to 
about 200 fs. In addition, it is necessary to make sure that whatever laser system is 
used, the pulses must be as nearly transform limited as possible. Otherwise the useful 
time resolution for vibrational spectroscopy must be sacrificed even further.
Past experience in our group has shown that transient Raman spectroscopy 
requires many hours of data acquisition. As a result it is necessary that the laser 
system remain stable for many hours without intervention. As a practical matter, the 
cost per hour must be within reason. Base on the above criteria, the following 
systems have been considered.
3.2.2 Dye Laser Amplification
The dye laser amplification scheme is shown in Figure 3.3. This is a proven 
technology and has been the workhorse for ultrafast spectroscopists. Conversion 
efficiencies with nanosecond pump pulses are on the order of 1% but can be on the 
order of 5 to 7% for picosecond pump pulses. Recent advances using copper vapor 
lasers4,1 or cw lamp NdYAG and NdYLF picosecond regenerative amplifiers have 
been reported.45,46 These systems provide high repetition rate amplification on the 
order of 500 Hz to 5 kHz.
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Figure 3.3 Dye laser amplification
The output o f a mode-locked YAG laser is frequency doubled to 
synchronously pump two dye lasers that can be tuned independently. A small 
fraction o f the YAG wavelength is used to seed a YAG regen whose output is 
frequency doubled to pump two dye amplifiers. An acoustic optics noise eater 
smooths the ML YAG fluctuation to stabilize the dye laser output.





















The system we proposed uses two separate dye lasers to achieve the 
independently tunable pump and probe pulses. In order to address the feasibility of 
this system we traveled to Coherent Laser in Palo Alto, California to measure the 
jitter between two such laser pulses. The published value is 160 fs for two Satori 
lasers with real time internal cavity length stabilization. We were able to duplicate 
these results [Figure 3.4]. However, the more important result was that these results 
can only be achieved for a single shot of the autocorrelator. On a time scale greater 
than 30 ms the cross correlation is 2 to 4 ps. Thus what the laser company was not 
publishing in their catalog was that for any real experiment where it was required to 
signal average for more than 30 ms, the real cross correlation time was on the 
picosecond time scale!
3.2.3 Excimer Laser Amplification
Figure 3.5 shows a novel excimer laser system that was considered. A dye 
laser generates femtosecond pulses at 616 nm. These pulses are frequency doubled 
to 308 nm and amplified by an XeCi excimer laser to more than 1 mJ at 500 Hz. To 
gain tunability, an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA)47 was 
proposed using the 308 nm pulses as the pump source. At the time this project was 
considered, OPO’s had been used for 1 ps pulses but not for femtosecond pulses.
In order to test the feasibility of this system the group velocity mismatch 
between the pump pulse and the signal pulse generated in the nonlinear crystal had 
to be considered. This is important because it limits the range over which parametric 
amplification can take place in the crystal without significant broadening of the
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Figure 3.4 The jitter between two dye lasers
Cross correlation measurement shows that the correlation width o f the two 
dye lasers is 160 fs for single shot measurement (top). However, the correlation 
width increase to 2 to 4 ps for the average of 30 ms. This means the jitter between 
the two lasers is about 2 to 4 ps.
At 4.7 (is T/div 5 (is
At 86 (is T/div .2 ms
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Figure 3.5 Excimer laser amplification
The SHG of a ML YAG laser synchronously pumps the dye laser. The dye 
laser output is frequency doubled to seed a multipass excimer laser amplifier. 
After an ASE (amplification of spontaneous emission) device, the amplified pulse 
is split to pump two independent OPO/OPA systems.
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pulse. Figure 3.6 shows the tuning range and group velocity mismatch for a 308 nm 
pump pulse. The mismatch is very large unless visible wavelengths are used as the 
pump. The implication from these results is that the crystal thickness would have to 
be kept very thin in order to keep the pulse width of the signal pulse to a minimum. 
As a result the efficiency of the parametric amplification would probably be too 
small to be of use. Further calculations indicated that chirped pulse amplification 
would probably work. That is, stretch pump pulse, generate a signal pulse with a 
thick OPO and then recompress. However, it is not possible to manufacture efficient 
compression gratings for such a wide wavelength range as desired.
3.2.4 Ti:sapphire Laser System
The system chosen for construction was a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. 
The design of this system was based on a paper by Kemetec who had developed a 
10 Hz system.48 With the addition of an OPO system it should be possible to 
generate two pulses, widely tunable, at two separate wavelengths. The OPO system 
would be much more feasible in this system since the group velocity mismatch 
between a 700 nm pulse and the OPO signal would be a minimum [Figure 3.7]. The 
issues that we had to consider were (1) Could a suitable pump laser be found to 
pump a Ti:sapphire system at 500 Hz to 1 kHz? (2) Could the regenerative amplifier 
be scaled to this repetition rate considering the thermal loading on the cavity? (3) 
Could efficient gratings be found which enabled expansion and compression o f the 
pulse over a broad wavelength region?
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Figure 3.6 OPO pumped with 308 nm
The tuning curve (top) and Group Velocity Mismatch (bottom) between the 
308 nm pump and OPO signal using BBO crystal. The GVM is caused by the 
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Figure 3.7 OPO pumped with 700 nm
The tuning curve (top) and Group Velocity Mismatch (bottom) between 
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All of these problems were eventually solved. The main concern was the 
thermal lens. The equation which describes thermal len sin g /is :49
(3-i)
Q dn/dT
where Q is the heat dissipated, wp is the pumping beam radius, k is the thermal 
conductivity o f the Ti:sapphire crystal, and dn/dT is the temperature dependence of 
index of refraction. The heat dissipated in the crystal can be calculated from the 
equation50
Q = (Pump Power)\\ - pump q fJ] (3.2)
^  laser
In this equation r)e(f is the quantum efficiency o f the crystal. Theoretical calculation 
estimates a lens of 42.7 cm for a 0.12 cm diameter beam with 14.5 W pumping 
power. This is certainly usable and several laser cavities were designed around this 
as described in the next chapter. One of the interesting results o f this calculation is 
that the thermal conductivity of sapphire changes enormously near 77 K. Repeating 
the thermal lens calculation at this temperature yields a thermal lens of 12180 cm in 
contrast to the value of 42.7 cm calculated at room temperature. This result prompted 
us to construct a liquid nitrogen dewar with brewster windows to hold the 
Ti:sapphire crystal in the event that the room temperature cavity turned out to be too 
unstable.
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Four lasers were considered as potential pump lasers for the Ti:Sapphire 
regen. A nanosecond Continuum Mach 500 laser which provides 27 mJ per pulse at 
540 Hz was considered. This laser seemed very attractive since it would provide 
enough energy to generate femtosecond pulses with several milli Joules o f output 
energy. (In fact, we bought one of these lasers.) After running tests of the stability 
o f the spatial mode at Continuum it was determined that the spatial mode was 
actually TEM01 with the energy hoping back and forth between two lobes. This laser 
was then believed to be unsuitable.
The second laser considered was a continuous argon ion laser. Calculations 
indicated that this system would probably work near 100 kHz but the output energies 
would be too low to make usable 2nd, 3rd, and 4th harmonics at the 10’s o f micro 
Joule level or to pump an OPO/OPA system.
The third laser considered was a copper vapor laser (CVL) running at 5 kHz. 
CVL lasers have two outputs at 510 and 580 nm with only the 510 nm component 
resonant with the Ti:sapphire absorption. Due to the high divergence of these lasers 
it was necessary to carefully consider how much light could be absorbed by the 
Tksapphire crystal in the small focal region required in a regenerative amplifier. A 
calculation was done where it was determined that only 3 mJ/pulse from the CVL 
laser could be used. This assumes a divergence of 0.15 mrad and a focal volume of 
0.16 mm. In addition, since the 510 nm light does not overlap very well with the 
Ti: sapphire absorption spectrum, it was necessary to have a crystal with a very high 
dopant level resulting in a low figure of merit near 150.
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Just as we were about to give up Quantronix came out with a 12 W, 527 nm, 
1 kHz, 200 ns pulsed Nd:YLF laser with a flat topped beam profile. This laser was 
perfect and was our choice for the experiments described in section 3.4.
3.3 Generation o f Ultrashort Laser Pulses
This section describes the basic ultrafast laser techniques. This includes laser 
pulses compressions, ultrafast laser pulse generations and amplifications. Emphasis 
is laid on the techniques utilized in our laser system.
3.3.1 Fiber-grating Laser Pulse Compressor
Two mechanisms are important in ultrafast laser pulse generation, self-phase 
modulation (SPM) and group velocity dispersion (GVD). Both are due to the 
dependence of refraction index on optical parameters. The effect o f self-phase 
modulation results from the index dependence on light intensity.51 When an intense 
laser pulse travels through a medium, it changes the index of the medium. This in
n(t) =n0+n2I(t) (3.3)
turn changes the phase, and the amplitude distribution of the pulse. This irreversibly 
results in the generation of new frequencies. The effect o f group velocity dispersion 
is better known. The dependence of refractive index on wavelength causes different 
frequency components o f the pulse to travel at different speeds through the medium 
thus leading to the chirp and broadening of the pulse. Most materials exhibit normal 
or positive dispersion in certain wavelength ranges in which light with longer 
wavelength travels faster. However some materials show negative dispersion.
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Accordingly, group velocity dispersion caused by some elements can be compensated 
by devices with different sign o f dispersion.32
As mentioned above, SPM generates new frequencies and therefore broadens 
the pulse spectrum. GVD sweeps the spectrum and lengthens the pulse width. The 
chirp can be reversed by a device with negative dispersion. Since the pulse spectrum 
is broader than the original spectrum by SPM, it is possible to compress it back to 
a narrower pulse according to Fourier theorem.53 In as early as 1968 E. B. 
Treacy54 using a grating pair successfully compressed neodymium glass laser 
pulses chirped by an unexplained mechanism occurring in the laser cavity to near the 
Fourier limit. However, due to the difficulties in obtaining well-controlled spatially 
uniform frequency broadening, the effective compression of Fourier limited pulses 
was not achieved until 198155 when single-mode optical fiber became available. 
Single-mode optical fiber has a small core size, which allows strong nonlinear effects 
to occur with modest input power. Also light beams maintain a well-characterized 
transverse profile when travelling in the fiber. Finally the length o f fiber can be 
varied without limitation. All these ideal properties make it the standard technique 
in pulse reshaping.
Several devices with negative dispersion have been used to rephase the chirp: 
grating pair,56 prism pair,57 Gires-Tournois interferometer58 and even sodium 
vapor cell.59 Of these the grating pair is most frequently used simply because its 
angular spectral dispersion is much higher than most material dispersion and there 
is no wavelength limitation. Although it incurs more loss and can only compensate
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linear chirp. In fact the optical fiber has a positive dispersion only for wavelengths 
shorter than 1.3 um. For wavelengths between 1.3 um and 1.6 um optical fibers 
exhibit negative GVD. Martinez60 suggested that a telescope between the grating 
pair would invert the sign o f dispersion and therefore could be used for pulse 
compression in this wavelength range. Such a device possesses positive dispersion 
and is now widely used in chirped pulse amplification to expand the pulse width 
prior to amplification to lower the peak power of laser pulse in the amplifier.
3.3.2 Ultrafast Oscillator
Most ultrafast lasers rely on the technique of mode-locking to generate 
ultrashort laser pulses.61 By modulating intracavity intensity at the cavity round-trip 
frequency the cavity modes can be ’locked’ together resulting in pulses with 
picosecond or subpicosecond length. Several techniques have been invented to 
accomplish mode-locking. Active mode-locking is achieved by applying an external 
signal to modulate the loss of the cavity, usually by means of acoustic optics. Passive 
mode-locking is obtained by simply inserting a saturable absorber in the cavity. On 
the other hand, synchronously pumped mode-locking is realized by modulating the 
gain. The recently developed self-start mode-locking technique results from self- 
focusing o f intense light in gain media.
Many lasers have been mode-locked to produce ultrashort pulses. However 
the dye lasers and Tksapphire lasers are the most commonly used ultrafast oscillators 
due to their wide gain bandwidth. The gain profile of Ti:sapphire extends over 
400 nm with a maximum at 780 nm. Continuous-wave Ti:sapphire lasers have been
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actively mode locked to yield 1.3 ps pulses,62 synchronously pumped and passive 
mode-locking techniques have resulted in pulses with 70 fs63 and 140 fs.64 The 
dramatic discovery of self-start mode-locking65 has generated pulses as short as 
17 fs.66 As a newly developed solid state technique, Ti:sapphire lasers have many 
advantages over dye lasers. On the other hand, by using different kinds of dye, dye 
lasers can actually cover the whole spectral range. Different kinds of mode-locked 
methods can be used with dye lasers to generate ultrashort light pulses. Colliding- 
pulse mode-locking (CPM), an improved passive mode-locking method introduced 
in 1981 by Fork, Greene, and Shank,67 is a very effective mode-locking technique 
to produce pulses less than 100 fs and has generated pulses as short as 27 fs.68 
However the operation of a CPM laser is extremely difficult since the two colliding 
beams must be precisely collinear. Another scheme frequently referred to as hybrid 
mode-locking combines synchronously pumping and passive mode-locking and has 
proved to be effective for generation of pulses less than 100 fs. Pulses as short as 
29 fs has been reported.69 Again the operation is very difficult and the tunability 
is limited by the saturable absorber. Without saturable absorber the synchronously 
pumped dye laser usually outputs pulses longer than 200 fs depending on the pump 
pulse width. The prism pair for cavity GVD compensation, which is a necessity to 
generate pulses shorter than 100 fs, is not required for pulses longer than 200 fs. 
Therefore a synchronously pumped dye laser is much simpler and more desirable 
when the pulse width is not that critical.
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Synchronously pumped mode locking is achieved by gain modulation. The 
dye laser cavity is adjusted to match the length of the mode-locked pumping laser. 
Each time a pump pulse arrives at the dye solution, the dye pulse is amplified. With 
cavity lengths matched, the dye laser pulse is synchronized to the pump pulse and 
periodically amplified at the frequency of the pump pulse train to reach mode 
locking. Due to the gain building up before the lasing pulse and the gain depletion 
after the lasing pulse, the dye lasing pulse will be narrower than the pumping pulse 
simply because the lasing condition only exits when the gain is higher than the 
threshold. The dye pulse width is directly proportional to the square root of the pump 
pulse width and inversely proportional to the square root of the intracavity 
bandwidth.70,71 Hence compressed pulses are often used to generate narrow pulses.
3.3.3 Chirped-pulse-amplification
With femtosecond pulses, the peak power of the amplified pulse would be so 
high that nonlinear effects become significant and can distort the spatial and 
temporal profile or even damage optics. In order to avoid damage and to extract as 
much energy as possible Strickland and Mourou72 stretched the short pulse with an 
optical fiber before amplifying it. The amplified pulse was then re-compressed. Due 
to SPM it was possible to compress the pulse narrower than the original width, but 
the ratio of the stretched to compressed pulse width was limited to 300 by the 
mismatch of the dispersive properties of the fiber and the grating pair. A grating 
pulse expander was demonstrated to be more effective in increasing this ratio.73
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The amplification media should have broad enough gain profile to amplify 
the whole spectrum of the laser pulse. Furthermore the saturation fluence o f the gain 
media must be high so that the laser pulse would extract the energy stored in the 
amplifier efficiently.74 Dye media have broad bandwidth to support ultrashort 
pulses, but with low saturation fluence of millijoules per square centimeter. On the 
other hand solid state media have higher saturation fluence and can amplify the pulse 
more efficiently. As mentioned above the Ti:sapphire crystal has a broad bandwidth 
sufficient to amplify femtosecond pulses. The saturation fluence is on the order o f 
2 J/cm2. Therefore in the range o f 700-1000 nm a Ti:sapphire amplifier can be used 
as a femtosecond pulse amplifier.
Two different amplification strategies have been used. For short energy 
storage time media, such as dye, amplification is achieved simply by steering the 
laser beam through the gain media. Mutil-pass and multi-stage dye cells can be used 
to enhance the power.75 For long excited state relaxation time media, a more 
complicated and also more efficient alternative is to trap the pulse into an active 
cavity with the output coupler replaced by a high reflection mirror. The pulse 
remains trapped in the cavity until it is amplified to the maximum at which time it 
is dumped out of the cavity.75 Such a regenerative amplifier usually uses 
polarization elements to direct the pulses in and out o f the cavity. Pockels cells are 
used to control the polarization of the pulse.
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3.4 Experimental
3.4.1 The Set Up o f the Laser System
In our system the 80 ps output of a Quantronix 416 ML YAG laser is 
compressed by a fiber-grating compressor to 5 ps. As showed in Figure 3.8, the 
combination of half-wave plate WP, and polarizer attenuate the laser output to the 
expected level. The quarter-wave plate WP2 isolates the fiber from the ML laser by 
the fact that reflection from the fiber input end will be blocked by the polarizer. A 
pair o f xlO microscope objectives couple the beam in and out o f fiber Newport YF- 
10. A second quarter-wave plate WP3 restores the light back to linear polarization 
followed by a half-wave plate WP4 set the polarization for optimum grating 
diffraction. The beam is incident on the grating several degrees off the Littrow angle 
and the first diffraction is shifted horizontally by retroreflector R[ back to the grating 
to be diffracted again to retroreflector R2. This shifts the beam vertically to a lower 
position. So that the beam is retroreflected at a lower plane to complete a round trip. 
The exit beam, which is parallel to the incident beam but at a lower position is then 
picked up by a mirror and steered to the second harmonic generation unit.
The grating-retroreflector system is equivalent to a grating pair with a 
retroreflected end mirror. With a typical input o f 5 W power, the fiber has a output 
o f 3.2 W and the grating compressor has a output of 2.2 W, representing 65% 
efficiency of fiber, 68% efficiency of grating compressor and about 45% o f total 
efficiency. More than 800 mW of green power with 4 ps pulse width has been 
obtained. The result is comparable to that reported for similar systems.77
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Figure 3.8 Fiber-grating compressor
The fiber-grating pulse compressor compresses the lOOps YAG output 
pulse down to 5ps. The half-wave plate WP, controls the power level transmitting 
through the polarizer. The quarter-wave plate WP2 isolates the oscillation from the 
fiber tip reflection by scrambling the linear polarization of laser pulse into circular 
polarization. A pair o f microscopy objectives couple the beam in and out o f the 
fiber. The quarter-wave plate WP3 restores the linear polarization o f the pulse and 
half-wave plate WP4 rotates the polarization for optimum diffraction of grating. 
The four-pass grating compresses the pulse width down to 5ps. After the KTP 
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Figure 3.9 Autocorrelation o f dye laser pulse
Dots, experimental data; solid line, least square fit. The result is a 
Lorentzian profile with 716 fs autocorrelation width, equivalent to a 358 fs pulse 
width.
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In our system 600 mW of green with compressed pulse width o f 4 ps is used 
to synchronously pump a styryl 8 dye laser at 100 MHz repetition rate. With 85% 
absorption the dye laser outputs 80 mW power at 760 nm where the output coupler 
has 17% transmission. Pulses of 350 fs duration with Lorentzian profile have been 
obtained [Figure 3.9]. The dye laser has a three mirror cavity set on an Invar 
breadboard [Figure 3.10]. The end mirror has a curvature of 7.5 cm and is set 7.5 cm 
from the dye jet, the folding mirror is also set 7.5 cm from the dye jet on the other 
side but with a curvature o f 15 cm. Therefore it collimates the beam down to the 
output coupler which is a flat mirror. With a one-plate birefringent filter the laser is 
tunable from 720 nm to 780 nm. The tunability of dye laser is limited both by the 
coating of the dye laser mirror set and the nature o f laser dye.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the chirped-pulse-amplification unit consists of a 
pulse stretcher, a regen amplifier pumped by a Quantronix 527 Nd:YLF Q-switched 
laser and a pulse compressor. Also a half-wave plate and a 45° Faraday rotator 
combining with two thin-film polarizers control the pulse destination by changing 
the pulse polarization. The thin-film polarizers are designed in a way such that they 
transmit P polarization and reflect S polarization. The dye laser output is P polarized 
and is transmitted through the first thin-film polarizer TPt. The half-wave plate is set 
at 22.5° (with P polarization as reference 0°) so that the light polarization rotates to 
45° after the wave plate and rotates -45° back to the original P polarization after the 
Faraday rotator. The light then goes through thin-film polarizer TP2 to the stretcher. 
The pulse stretcher consists of two identical gratings with 2000 groves/mm density,
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Figure 3.10 Dye laser cavity
M0, pumping mirror; M,, end mirror; M2, folding mirror; M3, output 
coupler. BRF, etalon free single layer birefingence filter. The cavity is set on an 
invar breadboard. All mirrors are sitting on translation stages with fine adjustment.
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a 2 m radial curvature mirror and a flat retroreflected mirror. The light is incident 
with 2° off the Littrow angle on the first grating, which is set at the sphere center 
o f the curved mirror. The spherical mirror converges the beam and directs it to the 
second grating that is also 2° of the Littrow angle. The diffraction from the second 
grating is thus collimated and retroreflected back to complete a round trip. The pulse 
stretcher is equivalent to Martinez’s original design with an effective length equal 
to the difference of the distances o f the curved mirror to the gratings. When the 
effective length is 80 cm, the 350 fs dye pulse is stretched to about 150 ps [Figure 
3.11]. The exit light possesses P polarization and is transmitted through TP2 where 
the light rotated to -45° after the Faraday rotator, or 67.5° with respect to the axis 
o f wave plate. The pulse polarization is flipped over 2x67.5°=135° from its original - 
45° position after the half-wave plate, or 90° with respect to P polarization. 
Therefore the beam becomes S polarized and is reflected by TP, to seed the 
regenerative amplifier.
The regen cavity contains a Pockels cell and a thin-film polarizer to switch 
the pulse in and out o f the cavity. The Pockels cell is oriented to give a static 
quarter-wave birefringence. t When a S polarized pulse is reflected by TP3 it goes 
through the PC twice after it is retroreflected and is flipped to P transmitting through 
TP3. When this P pulse completes one round trip it is flipped back to S and ejected 
by TP3. In this way the static quarter-wave birefringence prevents the regen from 
lasing. If a quarter-wave voltage is applied to the PC before the P pulse returns then 
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Figure 3.11 Autocorrelation of the stretched pulse
The FWHM of the autocorrelation trace is about 200 ps. The pulse width 
estimated from streak camera is about 150 ps.
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twice it retains P polarization. The pulse is thus trapped inside the cavity as long as 
the voltage is maintained. The synchronization between the injection pulse and the 
regen pumping pulse is accomplished by a Quanta Ray SM-1 Sync Module. After 
the regen pumping laser fires, the Sync Module holds for a certain time for the gain 
to build up and then generates an electronic signal which is synchronized to the dye 
laser pulse train. This signal is used to trigger the PC electronics to apply the high 
voltage to the PC crystal to trap the seed pulse. After a certain period o f time the 
optical pulse in the regen cavity saturates the gain and the high voltage is switched 
off so that the amplified pulse is ejected out of cavity. The ejected pulse is S 
polarized and reflected by TP,. It retains S polarization after the Faraday rotator and 
is reflected by TP2 to the pulse compressor. The compressor consists of two gratings 
with the same incident angle and effective grating spacing as the stretcher. By tilting 
the end mirror down a little bit, the exit beam can be spatially separated from the 
entrance beam.
The regen cavity is a three mirror folded resonator with the folding angle of 
6° [Figure 3.1]. M[ has a focus length of 25 cm and M, 75 cm while M3 is flat. The 
cavity length is 150 cm and M2 is 120 cm from M|. The 2 cm length by 3 mm 
diameter Ti:sapphire crystal is 10 cm from Mj. It absorbs 80% o f 527 nm green 
pumping light from a Quantronix 527 Q-switched YLF laser when focused by a 
50 cm lens. The crystal is cooled with chilled water to reduce thermal effects. With 
2.8 W of green power absorbed by the crystal at 1 kHz pumping rate, 350 mW of 
760 nm output from the regen is obtained with an efficiency o f 12.5%. This is less
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then the published 25% at the Ti:sapphire gain peak at 810 nm.78 The compressor 
output is 230 mW, with 65% efficiency which is comparable to the published result. 
With styryl 9 laser dye, the dye laser can be tuned to 820 nm. A compressed output 
o f 400 mW at this wavelength has been achieved. With proper alignment o f the 
compressor, the amplified laser pulsed can be compressed back to its original profile 
and pulse width [Figure 3.12].
3.4.2 The Research and Development o f the Laser System
In principle for a specific pulse there is an optimum fiber length that could 
be found from solving the nonlinear Schordinger equation. The optimum fiber length 
will chirp the pulse so that it can be re-compressed to a minimum width.79 
Stimulated Raman scattering is a major loss mechanism which shifts the laser 
frequency. As a result, the practical fiber length must be much shorter than the 
optimum length for pulses as broad as 80 ps because the longer the fiber length the 
lower the stimulated Raman threshold. Therefore the practical optimum length is the 
longest fiber length without substantial stimulated Raman. In our experiments 
efficient compression was obtained for fiber length varying from 9 m to 12 m. As 
a matter of fact the compressed pulse width is not sensitive to the fiber length. What 
is more sensitive to the fiber length is the mode-locked stability of the master 
oscillator that can be destroyed by the feed-back from light reflecting from the fiber 
tips. It is necessary to avoid this interference by setting the fiber such that reflections 
from both ends travel n+1/2 instead of n times laser cavity length when they get 
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Figure 3.12 Autocorrelation o f the compressed pulse
Dots, experimental data; solid line, least square fit. The result is a 
Lorentzian profile with 688 fs autocorrelation width, equivalent to a 344 fs pulse 
width.
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The feedback from the pulse stretcher also causes the instability of the dye 
laser. The broad-band half-wave plate has to be set accurately to minimize this 
feedback.
The dye laser stability and time frequency product can be enhanced by 
retroreflecting a tiny portion of the reflection from the dye laser birefringent filter.80 
Without obvious change in pulse width the time frequency product of the laser pulse 
decreases from 0.3 without stabilization to 0.2 with stabilization [Figure 3.13]. This 
means that with stabilization, the laser output is closer to Fourier transform limit.
The satellite pulse problem is a well known problem for femtosecond 
synchronously pumped dye lasers. The satellite pulse represents a potential danger 
to chirped-pulse amplification because it usually has a length o f several ps, which 
will not be stretched by the pulse stretcher due to its narrow bandwidth. In some 
cases special electronic circuits are used to shut down the regen pumping pulses 
when satellite pulses are generated. We used a streak camera to study the dye laser 
output. The pulse width o f the expanded pulse was used to determine the effect of 
the cavity length on pulse width. When the cavity length is too short, the expanded 
pulse is narrow, representing a broad dye laser output. When the cavity length is too 
long, the streak camera shows a satellite pulse following the main pulse. It is found 
that by using fine adjustment of cavity length, narrow dye laser output without 
satellite pulse can be achieved, although the adjustable range is only a few microns. 

















Figure 3.13 Spectra o f dye laser pulses
The FWHM of dye laser pulse narrows down from 28 cm '1 without 
stabilization (a), to 18 cm'1 with stabilization (b).
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Because the gratings only disperse light in a horizontal plane, the use o f the 
spherical mirror in the pulse stretcher will cause beam astigmatism. Also the grating 
angle affects the beam quality, as well as the pulse width o f the stretched pulse. 
Optimization is achieved by using a streak camera to observe the pulse width 
changing with the variation of grating spacing and grating angle. The design of regen 
cavity must consider the thermal effect of the crystal as well as other elements inside 
the cavity, such as the EO. The crystal can be damaged if the beam size is too small 
inside the crystal. Also the thermal problem will cause the regen lasing at higher 
order mode. With computer aided design, we are able to calculate the cavity 
parameters for different cavity configurations [Figure 3.14]. Computations were done 
to optimize the beam diameter, divergence, astigmatism and stability. Experimentally 
the positions of the laser rod and other elements are varied systematically to optimize 
the power output. Three cavities have been used experimentally. The current cavity 
yields very high beam quality and reasonable output efficiency.
In some cases gain saturation in a regen amplifier will cause gain narrowing 
o f the lasing medium.81,82 This will narrow down the spectral width of the 
amplified pulse and eventually affect the pulse compressibility. The measurement of 
the amplified pulse spectrum shows that the spectral width o f our amplified laser 
pulse is identical to that o f unamplified pulse [Figure 3.15]. This enables us to 
achieve maximum compression of the amplified pulse.
The output stability of a laser system is of great significance. Many factors 
affect the stability o f a laser system. For a pulse laser, fluctuations in energy per
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Figure 3.14 Beam diameter in the regen cavity
The beam waist is about 170 um at the position o f 45 cm from M,. The 
crystal is set 10 cm from M t to match the waist of the pumping beam. The regen 
beam is coupled out of the cavity from a thin film polarizer located at about 
130 cm position. Notice the beam size is pretty constant around this position. The 
divergence of the regen output beam is minimized. The far field diffraction angle 
is only 0.2 mrad. This enables the transportation of the laser beam through a long 
distance without degradation of beam quality. Also notice the astigmatism is 
negligible.
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Figure 3.15 Spectrum of the system output
The spectrum of unamplified pulse (a) and amplified pulse (b). The spectral 
bandwidth is not affected by gain narrowing. This ensures the maximum 
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pulse and pulse width degrade the system stability. The stability o f pumping source 
has direct affect. In order to optimize the YAG 416 laser operation, an independent 
cooling system is used to cool the mode-locking Acoustic Optics. Furthermore an 
acoustic optics is set up outside the YAG cavity to stabilize the second harmonic of 
compressed YAG mode-locked pulse train that synchronously pumps the dye laser. 
A photodiode picks up a small fraction o f green. The fluctuation of green power 
controls the diffraction of YAG laser output by the acoustic optics via an electronic 
circuit. The measurements o f pulse energy distribution for both fundamental and 
second harmonic of the system output show that, with a maximum of 10% YAG 
output diffracted by the acoustic optics, this ’noise eater’ reduces the fluctuation of 
laser fundamental output from 13% down to less than 10% [Figure 3.16], which is 
pretty close to the regen pump pulse fluctuation [Figure 3.17], and that of the second 
harmonic from 17% down to 13% [Figure 3.18].
3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion a high repetition rate, high energy ultrafast laser system has 
been constructed. The laser is tunable from 720 nm to 780 nm, with use of different 
laser dyes it can cover the whole range o f Ti:sapphire gain profile. The laser output 
is 230 uJ per pulse at 760 nm with a pulse width less than 350 fs. The output has 
been used to generate white light continuum with spectra from 380 nm to 680 nm 
[Figure 3.19]. This energy can be increased by increasing the pumping power.
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Figure 3.16 Stability o f the laser system output
Measurement o f pulse distribution of 10,000 pulses o f the system output. 
Top: The ’noise eater’ is set at ’disable’. Average pulse height=423, standard 
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Figure 3.17 Stability o f the YLF laser
Measrurement of the pulse distribution of 10,000 pulses from the Q-switch 
YLF laser. Average pulse height=681, standard deviation=49
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Figure 3.18 Stability o f the system output SHG
Measurement o f the pulse distribution o f 10,000 pulses from the second 
harmonic o f the system output. Top: the ’noise eater’ is set at ’disable’, average 
pulse height=404, standard deviation=69; Bottom: the ’noise eater’ is set at 
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Figure 3.19 White-light continuum
The spectrum of white continuum generated by the system output pulses.
CHAPTER 4. TIME-RESOLVED RESONANCE RAMAN  
SPECTROSCOPY
4.1 Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is an important component o f vibrational spectroscopy. 
It is very sensitive to molecular structure. Therefore, it is often used complementary 
with IR spectroscopy to determine molecular structure. Unlike IR spectroscopy, 
Raman spectroscopy is an emission spectroscopy. The intensity o f Raman emission, 
however, is extremely weak. It is entirely due to the invention o f lasers that this old 
spectroscopic technique becomes one of the fastest developing branches in the field 
o f spectroscopy. Time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy is one o f those new 
emerging techniques.83 In this chapter, I firstly explain the theoretical background 
o f Raman effect, in both classical picture and quantum mechanical picture. Then I 
emphasize the factors that cause resonance enhancement o f Raman signal. The 
detailed derivation of the equations can be found in the literature. The experimental 
aspect o f time-resolved resonance Raman is described in section 4.
4.2 Ram an Effect
The phenomena of normal Raman scattering can be understood as follows. 
When a molecule interacts with the electric field of a photon with frequency ooL, the 
effect o f the electric field induces a dipole moment on the molecule described by81*
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p = aEcoso3Lt (4.1)
here p and E are vectors and a  is the polarizability tensor of the molecule. For each 
element of a  it can be expanded by Taylor series with respect to vibrational 
coordinates displacement q„ to the first order,
Using trigonometric identities, the induced dipole moment is reduced to the 
following.
As it is shown the induced dipole moment has vibration
components. According to classical mechanics, such a time-dependent dipole moment 
will radiate at <aL, U/±w„, frequencies. The <ssL component is the Rayleigh scattering, 
and the o)t+o}„ and are the antiStokes and the Stokes scattering of different
vibration modes of the molecule.
The quantum mechanical picture of the Raman effect is even simpler.85 As 
shown in Figure 4.1, a molecule in the electronic ground state interacts with an 
incident photon with frequency to,. The molecule is excited to a high electronic state, 
either a virtual [Figure 4.1a] or a real [Figure 4.1b] state, and then returns to the
(4.2)
Assume the vibrations are harmonic, then for each normal coordinate qn,
9* =q(0)ncosunt (4.3)
p = a,j£cosa)Lt + —^  (— ^[cosCto^-cuJr + cos(wi  +o>n)r] (4.4)
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Figure 4.1 Raman effect
The quantum mechanics picture of Raman effect. Here g and e represent 
electronic ground state and excited state respectively, and v is the vibrational level. 
The molecule is excited by a photon to a high energy state (up arrows), either a 
virtual (dotted line in a) or a real state (solid line in b). If  the molecule returns to the 














ground electronic state with emission o f another photon. The Raman effect occurs 
when the molecular vibration changes from the i state to the /  state. The re-emitted 
photon has a frequency shift of to compensate the vibrational energy
change of the molecule. If the molecule changes from lower vibrational state to 
higher vibrational state, the scattered photon will be red shifted with respect to the 
incident radiation. This is the Stokes effect. If  the molecule is originally in a higher 
vibrational state and ends up with a lower vibrational state, the scattered photon will 
be blue shifted. This is the antiStokes effect. The intensity of Raman scattering at 
frequency u=<at+<afi is,86
r 2 * 4 rI a = ------ W./,i
fi 32c 4 p,o
(4.5)
where c is the speed of light and IL is the intensity of incident laser beam, p and er 
are the polarizations of the Raman scattered and incident light respectively and 
u(p,o)jj is the Raman scattering tensor, namely, the frequency-dependent probability 
amplitude for a transition from the state / to the state f  The general form of the 
polarizability tensor is87
p e M«ar wi)+,T* <‘V+0>i)+iT<
where and are the induced dipole moment in p and a direction, | />, \f> and
| e> are the wave functions of the initial state, the final state and the intermediate
states (virtual or real) respectively, and f t is the parameter corresponding to the
linewidth o f the intermediate e state.
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In the case of normal Raman effect, r e equals to zero, the above expression 
is reduced to the following form by applying w ^ u ^ t ^ , 88
« (P ,°) = p 8- ■£</!Pp l«><« I Pa |i> (4.7)
4.3 Resonance R am an Enhancement
When the exciting frequency is coincident or nearly coincident with an 
electronic transition of the molecule, the second term in the above polarizability 
tensor can be ignored and only one excited state needs to be consider in the sum. By 
applying first-order perturbation theory, for the simplest polarizability tensor equation 




<gIPp\e><eI— 1 |s><51\iJs></f'v><v \qn\i>
U - T V f --------------- ^ -----------------------------
(4.10)
dH
<81P a I *><« I ■-T-1 \s><s [ p. p | g > < / |  qn IV > <  V 1i>
+  * =  )
(G) ^ X ^ - w ^ t T , )
The equations above indicate that the Raman enhancement can be induced by two 
mechanisms. The A term enhancement is due to the Franck-Condon overlap factors
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between the ground and excited states, <i\v><v\f>. For Raman scattering, / V /  If 
the excited electronic state \e> has identical vibrational wave functions as the 
ground electronic state, < /)v><v{f>=0, there will be no resonance enhancement 
from the A term. However, electronic transitions are usually accompanied by 
molecular geometry shifts in the electronic excited states, thus electronic excited 
states and electronic ground state usually have different sets o f vibrational 
eigenfunctions. Therefore, only those vibrational modes whose equilibrium 
coordinates differ in the resonance excited state from the ground state will have the 
A term enhancement. Those are usually the totally symmetric modes. The intensity 
depends on the overlap between ground state and the excited state wave functions, 
as well as on the transition moments between ground state and excited state, and the 
frequency factor in the denominator. The enhanced Raman intensity origin from the 
A term is roughly proportional to the square o f the extinction coefficient for 
absorption to the resonant excited state e. Thus the appearance and intensity of these 
modes provide a measure of the distortion of the excited state relative to the initial 
state, i.e., the intensity of these modes in a resonance Raman spectrum is a 
quantitative measure o f the distortion o f the upper state along that specific 
coordinate.
The enhancement o f non-totally symmetric vibrational mode results from the 
B term. When a vibration mixes the weakly allowed transition state j e> with other 
excited states j^>, the Hamiltonian contains the interaction between the mixing 
states, the weakly allowed transition is enhanced. Thus, B-term enhanced vibrations
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are those coupling different electronic excited states and the vibrational modes 
enhanced are generally active within the resonant absorption band.
The electronic absorption spectra [Figure 4.2] o f metalloporphyrins is due to 
two allowed 7r to 71* transitions. The intense high frequency transition called Soret 
band lies at about 400 nm. The low frequency band is at 500 nm and shows both 0-0 
and 0-1 components which are referred to as a and P bands, respectively.
Both absorption bands show the resonance Raman effect.90 In the case o f the 
Soret band, the modes that show resonance enhancement are all totally symmetric 
modes that derive their intensities from the A term [Figure 4.3]. However, in the 
case o f electronic absorptions designated a  and p bands it is the modes that are not 
totally symmetric that show the resonance enhancement. Those modes derive 
intensity from the B term by vibronic mixing of the low-energy band with the Soret 
band.
Resonance Raman studies o f metalloporphyrins also indicate the existence of 
other mechanisms that can affect the enhancement of Raman intensity. Nonadiabatic 
effects,91 resulting from a breakdown of the separability o f nuclear and electronic 
wavefunctions in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, as well as Jahn-Teller 
distortions92 of degenerate excited states of the heme, can lead to more complex 
behaviors o f Raman intensity.
4.4 Time-resolved Resonance Raman Spectroscopy
The applications of extremely short laser pulses to Raman spectroscopy is 
called ultrafast time-resolved Raman spectroscopy. This new technique has proven
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Figure 4.2 Absorption spectrum of metalloporphyrin
The absorption of heme shows a strong Soret band around 400 nm and two 
weak absorption around 550 nm. The two weak absorption bands are the 0-0 and 
0-1 components o f the Q band. Both the Soret band and the Q band are due to the 
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Figure 4.3 Soret band resonance enhancement
The Raman intensity of the totally symmetric vibrational modes o f the 
metalloporphyrin is significantly enhanced from the A term due to strong Soret 
band absorption. The v4 mode is the totally symmetric "breathing" vibration o f the 
macrocycle (CaN streching), and the v7 mode is the totally symmetric in-plane ring 
deformation vibration (CbCaN scissoring). Both are A,g symmetry.
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to be very sensitive to the structural changes of molecules and hence is very useful 
in the characterization of reaction intermediates.93 However, due to the intrinsic 
weak signal and low reaction intermediate concentration, time resolved Raman 
spectroscopy usually depends on resonance enhancement to increase signal 
amplitude. The acronym TRRR or TR3 is frequently used in the literature to stand 
for the resonance spectroscopic technique.
Time resolved Raman spectroscopy studies can be achieved by using a single 
pulse as both pump and probe or by using two distinct pump and probe pulses. In 
the single pulse experiments,94 the same pulse is used to generate transient species 
as well as the Raman scattering. When the laser intensity is attenuated to a very low 
level, the Raman scattering signal is predominately due to the ground state 
equilibrium species. On the other hand, when the laser intensity is increased, the 
concentration of the transient species increases. In addition the contribution of 
Raman scattering signal from those transient species generated within the pulse width 
also increase due to optical pumping. By carefully subtracting the low power level 
spectrum from the high power spectrum, the spectrum of transient species can be 
obtained, from which the characteristic o f the transient species can be identified.
In such a single photon experiment, the laser beam must be focused tightly 
in order to detect the signal from the transient species. In this case two photons are 
required for each molecule. The first photon photolyses the molecule and the second 
one produces Raman scattering. The high photon density has a potential problem of 
creating multiphoton excitation and other nonlinear processes. A more serious
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limitation is that these single pulse experiments can only provide one spectrum at 
one fixed mean time delay which is determined by the laser pulse width. The 
spectrum obtained is actually the integral of all spectral changes during the laser 
pulse width. Therefore, the two-pulse scheme is usually preferred, although the 
alignment is more critical.
In a two-pulse time-resolved Raman experiment, the first laser pulse initiates 
the photochemical reaction of the sample. A second pulse, the probe, follows the 
pump pulse after a certain delay time to detect any spectral changes induced by the 
pump. By varying the delay between the pump pulse and the probe pulse, the 
evolution o f the spectrum in time can be recorded.
This two pulse experiment can be done in two ways. The easiest method is 
to use two pulses o f widely different frequency. Since most Raman spectra occur 
within 3500 cm '1 of the Rayleigh line, a two color transient Raman spectrum has the 
obvious advantage that there is no interfering Raman signal generated by the pump 
pulse. However it is also possible to generate good quality transient Raman data 
using two distinct pulses o f the same frequency. In this case it is necessary to be 
very careful about subtracting the background Raman signal generated from each 
pulse by itself. Figure 4.4 illustrates the optical configuration used in the hemoglobin 
experiments described in the next chapter. The laser system described in the last 
chapter is tuned to 820 nm. A BBO crystal doubles the frequency of the laser output. 
A dichroic mirror separates the harmonic from the fundamental by selectively 
reflecting the blue and transmitting the red components o f the beam. The blue is then
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Figure 4.4 Femtosecond TR3 experimental set up
The laser output of 820 nm is frequency doubled and the SHG is split into 
two beams, one goes theough a variable delay and the other goes through a fixed 
delay. After being synchronously chopped, the two beams recombine and focus 
on the sample through L,. A large F number lens L2 images the signal onto the 
entance slit of the monochromator.
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split by a beam spliter into two beams to pump and probe the sample since both 
ligated and deligated heme proteins have strong absorptions at this wavelength. The 
two beams recombine after one goes through a variable delay and the other goes 
through a fixed delay. The recombined beam is then focused by a 15 cm focusing 
lens onto the sample. A spinning cell is used so that each laser shot would hit a fresh 
region of the liquid sample.
The Raman signal is collected by a large F number lens to collect a maximum 
amount of scattering signal. In order to reduce the Rayleigh scattering, the laser 
beam geometry is set about 70 degrees away from the spinning cell normal direction, 
which is the signal collecting direction, so that the specular reflection from the 
spinning cell window would not hit the signal collecting elements. A 2"x3/8" 
Suprasil high quality quartz is used as the sample cell window to avoid fluorescence 
from the window. An ISA U1000 double-grating monochromator selects the desired 
wavelength and the signal is detected by a cooled photomultiplier tube. The signal 
from the photomultiplier is sampled by a gated-integrator (Lecroy 2249SG converter) 
and then processed by a computer. The computer also controls the movement of a 
Daedal PC-400-IF step motor which could drive both the monochromator to scan 
the wavelength or the translation stage to scan the time delay.
The signal obtained by gated-integration contains the contribution from the 
transient species, as well as that from the ground state equilibrium species. In order 
to obtain the pure transient spectrum, contribution from the ground state equilibrium 
species must be subtracted. This is especially important in the one color, two pulse
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experiment since both the transient species and the ground state equilibrium species 
have resonance enhancement. One way to remove the contribution from the ground 
state equilibrium species is to run one spectrum with both pump and probe pulses, 
one spectrum with pump pulse only, and another spectrum with probe pulse only. 
By subtracting the spectrum generated by pump pulse only and the spectrum 
generated by probe pulse only from the spectrum generated by both pump and probe 
pulses, the pure transient spectrum can be extracted. A proper factor may have to be 
used to re-scale the probe-pulse-only spectrum while doing the subtraction because 
the concentration o f the ground state equilibrium species decreases after the pump 
pulse. One disadvantage o f this method is that the long term fluctuation of laser 
power will cause the distortion of the subtracted spectrum. A much better way to 
achive excellent subtraction o f the background Raman signals is to chop both the 
pump pulses and the probe pulses so that in one scan all three spectra can be 
obtained. In order to use the laser pulses most efficiently, the chopper is 
synchronized to the laser pulse. The synchronization is realized by using the built-in 
photodiode signal of the chopper. The electronic signal is a squre wave which is high 
when the chopper is open. An electronic circuit -was made [Figure 4.5] which 
doubles the frequency and this signal is used to trigger the laser system, (the Q- 
switch o f the YLF laser used to pump the regenerative amplifier) Since the laser 
system is fired at twice the frequency o f the chopper, the chopper wheel will always 
block alternating laser shots. With this method the laser frequency varies slightly 
around 1 kHz to make up for any imperfection in the chopper frequency.
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Figure 4.5 The electronic circuit
The circuit doubles the frequency of the square wave signal from the 
chopper built-in photodiode. The positive 4V TTL output is used to drive the 
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The wheel on the chopper, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, has two sets of leaves 
that can chop two beams simultaneously in the way that at any moment no more 
than one beam is block. Two diodes are used to monitor the passage of each beam. 
The two diode signals are used to direct the computer to sort the data from the PMT 
into different channels which represent the pump pulse plus probe pulse signal, pump 
pulse only signal, and probe pulse only signal, respectively. To minimize the noise 
caused by shot to shot fluctuation, another diode picks up a small fraction o f the 
laser beam before it is split. The PMT signal is normalized by taking the ratio of 
PMT output with respect to the photodiode output. Consider the different linearity 
between the PMT and photodiode, a software window discards the laser pulse whose 
intensity falls outside o f a predetermined energy range. In addition to the better 
signal-to-noise ratio, the synchronous chopping technique also prevents problems 
associated with frequency shifts between successively scanned spectra since identical 
grating positions occur for each of the three simultaneously recorded spectra. Figure 
4.7 shows the Raman spectra o f cyclohexane solution. Since the solution does not 
absorb the laser wavelength, the difference spectrum shows no dynamics except a 
straight line. The noise level is less than 1% for the accumulation of 8 second per 
point scan. The laser power and the focusing of the laser beam on the sample must 
be adjusted carefully to avoid nonlinear effects. Hochestrasser and Johnson assert 
that the peak power density should be less than 3x1010 W/cm2 on hemoprotein 
samples to avoid photodamage.95 In the experiments described in the next charpter, 
the blue power is adjusted to 30 mW instead o f full power 50 mW. After being split
89
Figure 4.6 The design of the chopper wheel
The chopper can synchronously chop two beams simultaneously with 
different patterns.
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Figure 4.7 Transient Raman spectrum of cyclohexan
The one-pulse-only spectrum shows strong Raman bands. The difference 
spectrum is a straight line except the noise. This is because cyclohexane does not 
absorb at the laser wavelength and no dynamics are observed.
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into two beams and recombined, each pulse has an energy of 7.5 uJ. A focusing spot 
larger than 750 um will produce a peak power desity less than 5xl09 W/cm2 
supposing the laser pulse width is 350 fs. Even when the two pulses are overlapped 
the peak power density is only one third of the threshold value. Neverthless, 
mutilphoton absorptions occur. This is evident in the measurement of antiStokes 
dynamics. Fluorescence due to two-photon absorption produces a positive peak 
equivalent to the convolution of the laser pulse in a broad range o f antiStokes 
spectrum when the two pulses are swept through each other [Figure 4.8]. In order 
to minimize this effect, the antiStokes dynamics spectra are obtained by subtracting 
the background signal measured at the position where there is no Raman band, from 
the signal measured at the peak of the Raman band [Figure 4.9]. For Stokes 
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Figure 4.8 Evidence o f multiphoton absorption
The measurement o f the antiStokes dynamics generates a positive peak 
equivalent to the laser pulse correlation (middle) in a large spectral range where 
there is no Raman band. The dynamic spectrum (top) is obtained by subtracting 
this background from the signal measured at the peak of the antiStokes Raman 
band.
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Figure 4.9 AntiStokes spectrum of hemoprotein
The spectrum shows antiStokes components o f v4 and v7 bands. No 
antistokes Raman band higher than 1450 cm'1 is detectable. The arrows indicate 
the positions where the dynamics and background signals are measured.
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CHAPTER 5. FEMTOSECOND TIME-RESOLVED 
RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF 
HEMOPROTEIN
5.1 Introduction
The goals of the experiment discussed in this chapter are to understand the 
photodissociation and geminate recombination of various ligands from hemoglobin. 
As previously mentioned, there have been many conclusions regarding the reaction 
coordinate for the ligand binding reaction which have been made from guesses about 
the photochemical mechanisms based on photodissociation quantum yield data. Aside 
from the papers of Hochstrasser96 on NO-hemoglobin there have been no ultrafast 
experiments on hemoglobin dynamics using direct measurements o f the vibrational 
spectrum. As we will show in this chapter, previous interpretations of chemical 
dynamics from ultrafast electronic spectroscopy is exceedingly difficult often leading 
to erroneous results.
Hemoglobin will be pumped near the peak of the Soret band at 410 nm. This 
excitation leads to photodissociation o f the ligand. A second 410 nm pulse with 
variable time delay will be used to measure the dynamics o f the resonance Raman 
spectrum. This experiment focusses on measuring the early 200 fs-10 ps time scale 
ligand photodissociation and geminate recombination. It is well known that the 
molecular structure o f the ligand bound heme is planar, while that of the ligand off 
form (HB) is puckered with the Fe out of plane.97 The vibrational spectrum o f these 
two species is quite different and therefore relatively easy to separate in the
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resonance Raman spectrum. Geminate recombination will be measured by following 
the dynamics of the resonance Raman spectrum of the heme. These dynamics will 
be used to determine to what extent the previously measured quantum yields at long 
times (30 ps-ns time scale) are influenced by geminate recombination. Secondly, we 
will consider what conclusions can be reached about the reaction coordinate based 
on these new results.
Before considering the geminate recombination problem, the dynamics of the 
internal energy content of the molecule must be considered. The initial excitation of 
the heme deposits enough energy to heat the heme to 500 °C to 700 °C. On a 
femtosecond time scale the existence o f this large internal energy complicates the 
spectroscopic analysis. Indeed, it is exactly this problem that foiled the early ultrafast 
measurements using electronic spectroscopic methods. The presentation o f results 
and analysis will be divided into two parts. The first is a characterization of 
vibrational energy relaxation using HB which does not undergo any known chemistry 
with light absorption. Photoexcitation of HB leads to 100% of the initially excited 
molecules converting to ground electronic state molecules with all o f the photon 
energy deposited in excited vibrations. It should be pointed out that this process is 
extremely important to characterize since many biological chromophores exist where 
light absorption is the first step in reaction. Retinal and chlorophyll are two 
examples. Excess vibrational energy can significantly affect rate constants in photon- 
initiated processes such as electron transfer, molecular dissociation, and
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isomerization. However, it is not currently known on what time scales the excess 
vibrational energy is dissipated in such complicated molecules.
The second part o f this chapter will discuss the photodissociation of ligand 




Hemoglobin samples were prepared from fresh type A human blood obtained 
from the blood bank at Our Lady of the Lake Hospital in Baton Rouge. The red cells 
were washed in 85% NaCl solution four times to remove anti-coagulants and 
centrifuged to remove residual organic material. The red cells were then lysed in 
distilled water and centrifuged to remove cell membrane ghosts. The resulting 
hemoglobin solution was dialyzed in distilled water for 24 hours. Finally the 
hemoglobin was passed through a mixed-bed ion-exchange resin (Bio-Rad AG501- 
X8) three times to remove organic phosphate. This provided a final heme 
concentration of 3 mM, A 200 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution was used to 
adjust the pH to 7.5. The UV-vis absorption spectrum of oxyhemoglobin (oxyHB) 
matched that o f the published spectrum and no peak due to methemoglobin was 
observed. The sample was stored as oxyHB under liquid nitrogen until needed. 
DeoxyHB (HB) was made by bubbling nitrogen through a cooled sample o f oxyHB 
near zero °C for 3-4 hours. The NO-HB and CO-HB were made by bubbling the 
respective gas through a sample of HB near zero °C for 1-2 hours.
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The experiments were carried out in a spinning cell such that successive laser 
shots do not overlap in the sample. The pump and probe pulses were maintained at 
a limit below 5x109 W/cm2. This is below the threshold for line broadening effects 
noted by Alden et. al.98 Hochstrasser et. al.99 have noted photodamage at 
significantly higher peak power densities above 3x10'° W/cm2. The Raman apparatus 
has been previously described.100 
5.2.2 Im portan t Data Analysis Consideration
This transient Raman experiment is unusual in the respect that both pump and 
probe pulses have the same wavelength and therefore each pulse will generate a 
background Raman signal of the unexcited molecules. In addition, each pulse by 
itself can photoexcite the sample and thereby give rise to a transient heating o f the 
sample. As described in an earlier chapter, both beams are chopped and we are 
measuring the difference spectrum which represents the additional signal created 
when both pulses are present compared to the reference signal due to sum of both 
pulses by themselves. A potential problem exists here because the reference signal 
from each pulse will contain some molecules which are photoexcited. The point is 
that the reference signal will contain mostly unexcited molecules with a small 
percentage of laser excited molecules. When comparing Stokes/anti Stokes ratios to 
determine transient temperatures this may present an artifact. However, in this 
experiment, the transient signal due to heating represents only about 3% o f the 
intensity of the one pulse spectrum. As a result, the reference spectrum represented 
by the sum of both pulses individually interrogating the sample contains only a 3%
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artifact from laser heating. This will not significantly alter the Stokes/antiStokes 
ratios in the reference spectrum.
All of the transient Raman and dynamics o f Raman band intensities represent 
difference spectra as described in an earlier chapter. In addition, we have also 
considered the possibility that the baseline in the Raman spectrum (partly comprised 
of background fluorescence) itself may have some dynamics. All of the spectra 
which represent dynamics o f a single Raman band are therefore plotted as the 
dynamics of the band minus the dynamics o f the baseline near the band.
5.3 Dynamics o f Deoxyhemoglobin
5.3.1 Effects o f Temperature on the Resonance Raman Spectrum
The internal energy content o f the heme will be determined by measuring the 
dynamics of the Stokes and antiStokes Raman bands. Consider a Raman active 
vibration V. The primary difference between these two types of scattering processes 
is that Stokes scattering can occur from any vibrational level. However, antistokes 
scattering can only occur from vibrational levels which contain at least one quanta 
of excitation in the observed mode V. Thus, in principle, the intensity o f the Stokes 
and antiStokes bands contains information about the vibrational populations. 
However, this information is complicated by the temperature effects o f the resonance 
Raman cross section.
The Stokes and antiStokes resonance Raman scattering are related by time- 
reversal symmetry which can be expressed by a complex (and temperature 
dependent) line shape function. This function can be obtained by a Kramers-Kronig
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transform of the resonance absorption line shape (also temperature dependent).101 
This type o f analysis has been done by Champion et al.102 for heme proteins. The 
salient features o f this analysis are that the normalized intensity o f the antiStokes 
bands at temperature T* to that at T are proportional to
i  « (5 .u )
<n>
Where the Bose-Einstein factor <rt)>=[exp(/2t'/k7)-l]'1 and R'(<f>) is the antiStokes 
Raman cross section at the elevated temperature obtained from the Kramers-Kronig 
transform of the absorption lineshape. The Bose-Einstein factor dominates the 
temperature dependence and should increase significantly with temperature.
Whereas the Stokes Bose-Einstein factor is approximately constant until very 
high temperatures, the Stokes intensity is proportional to
<wi > + 1 . tsI «  R (<|)) (5.12)
< n > + l
Note that until very high temperatures <n ’> <§ 1. The resonance Raman intensity is 
calculated to give small intensity changes on the order of at most 0.5. Thus this 
analysis indicates that as the temperature of the heme increases, the antiStokes 
resonance Raman intensity should increase due to the Bose-Einstein factor, while the 
Stokes intensity should decrease due to changes in the resonance Raman cross 
section.
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It should be pointed out that this type o f analysis is only approximate since 
several necessary assumptions must be made in the derivation o f the equations. In 
the transient experiment the absorption spectrum of interest (necessary for the 
Kramers-Kronig transform) is that of a hot heme in contact with a cold protein and 
this is not known. Secondly, the internal energy of the molecule may not be 
distributed in a manner which can be classified by a Boltzmann temperature. Finally, 
this model ignores the anharmonic coupling o f low frequency modes which are 
known to significantly affect the temperature of the Raman lineshape in heme 
proteins. Coupling of low frequency modes causes a shifting and broadening o f the 
Stokes spectrum which will cause the Stokes intensity to decrease. As a result of 
these considerations, it may be difficult to determine a temperature with any degree 
o f accuracy. However, it should be possible to determine the dynamics o f the 
relaxation o f internal energy by measuring the Stokes and antiStokes resonance 
Raman intensities. As a check, we have measured the Stokes spectrum as a function 
of the steady-state temperature of the sample. These results are shown in Figure 5.1 
and demonstrate the basic premise that the Stokes spectrum decreases with 
temperature.
5.3.2 Excited State Ram an Scattering
One possible artifact in this investigation is the possibility o f Raman 
scattering from transient excited electronic states. In previous studies high laser 
fluence has resulted in line broadening that has been attributed to power induced 
Rabi broadening,103 Raman scattering due to anharmonic coupling to thermally
101
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Figure 5.1 Temperature dependence o f Stokes spectrum
The Stokes intensity of deoxyhemoglobin decreases as the temperature of 
the sample increases. This is because the resonance Raman cross section decreases 
when temperature increases. Other hemoproteins show the same temperature 
dependence.
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populated low frequency vibrations,104 or Raman scattering from short lived 
electronic excited states.102 We have checked for the possibility o f line broadening 
by comparing the transient spectrum lineshapes to that of a low power steady state 
resonance Raman spectrum. This comparison is shown in Figure 5.2. No detectable 
line broadening is observed which supports the premise that the transient Raman 
signals result from photoinduced heating and not from power broadening or excited 
state Raman scattering.
5.3.3 Artifacts from Transient Absorption
It is always possible that artifacts exist in the transient Raman data resulting 
from transient changes in the optical density (absorption) o f the sample. For 
example, an increase in the absorption o f the sample will cause the probe beam to 
penetrate a smaller distance into the sample resulting in a smaller Raman signal o f 
the precursor. This is particularly important in the present experiment where the 
transient Raman signal has the same frequency as that o f the unexcited precursor. In 
other words, a change in optical density alone would produce a transient Raman 
signal at the frequencies o f the precursor Raman bands due to the absorption o f 
Raman signal generated by the probe. We have looked for the effects o f  transient 
absorption on the Raman data presented here and conclude that the transient Raman 
signals that we have observed are far greater than the effects o f absorption. First, we 
have doped in some sulfate ion to determine the effects o f absorption on a Raman 
band which is absolutely not involved with any photochemistry. Any changes in the 
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Figure 5.2 Spectra o f deoxyHB v4 band
The spectrum of deoxyhemoglobin v4 band at high laser power (bottom, 
solid line) and low laser power (bottom, dotted line). The two curves have been 
rescaled. The perfect coincidence between high laser power spectrum and low 
laser power spectrum indicates that the spectrum is not affected by power 
broadening. The transient spectrum (top) at 0 ps delay showing a pure negative 
band also suggests that the spectrum is not affected by power broadening.
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Figure 5.3 Transient spectra of S 04' band
The S 0 4' band is used as a reference. A comparison of the difference 
spectrum (top) and the dynamic spectrum (bottom) of this reference band with 
those o f the v4 band suggests that transient absorption change due to photo 
excitation of hemoglobin is not the major factor responsible for the transient 
Raman spectrum.
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shows the transient Raman spectrum o f the heme including the sulfate reference 
band. The minimal transient signal for sulfate in comparison to the heme v4 band 
indicates that absorption is not a major factor responsible for the transient Raman 
spectrum.
There is a second factor to consider. The transient absorption spectrum of 
deoxyHB is known from the work of Martin.105 The transient absorption actually 
changes sign in the region between the v4 and v7 bands shown in Figure 5.4. Yet 
both the v4 and v7 bands exhibit a depletion in the transient spectrum. This result 
cannot be caused by the transient absorption of the deoxy heme.
5.3.4 Data Analysis
The steady state Stokes resonance Raman spectrum of HB is shown in Figure
5.4 along with the transient spectrum. Several bands are observed in this spectral 
region. We will focus on the v7 and v4 bands at 675 and 1355 wavenumbers. The 
dynamics o f these two bands have been followed by scanning the Raman spectrum 
with several fixed time delays between pulses. In addition, the frequency o f the 
monochromator has been fixed at the v4 or v7 band center and the dynamics o f the 
band obtained by sweeping the time delay between pulses. Both the frequency 
spectra at various time delays and the dynamics spectra at fixed frequency are in 
agreement.
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show dynamics spectra at fixed frequency for v7 and v4 
respectively. These spectra exhibit the basic trends expected for the Raman spectrum 
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Figure 5.4 Resonance Raman spectrum of deoxyHB
Resonance Raman spectrum of deoxyhemoglobin from 200 to 1700 cm'1 
(top). The bottom panel shows the transient spectrum at 0 ps time delay.
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Figure 5.5 Dynamics o f v7 mode
The antiStokes (top) and Stokes (bottom) dynamics of v7 mode. Dots: 
experimental data. Solid line: least square fit. The fit of antiStokes component 
yields a 4 ps decay while the Stokes component has 300 fs and 5 ps recovery time 
constants.
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Figure 5.6 Dynamics of v4 mode
The antiStokes dynamics (top) and Stokes dynamics (bottom) of v4 mode. 
Dots: experimental data. Solid lines: least square fit. The fit of the antiStokes 













the antiStokes signal largely depends on the vibrational populations determined by 
the Bose-Einstein factors. The antiStokes band peaks at time zero when the transient 
internal energy content o f the heme is the largest. The intensity then decays to zero 
as vibrational relaxation takes place and the heme cools towards equilibrium with the 
protein. Thus the dynamics of the antiStokes spectrum is interpreted as the dynamics 
o f the population in the excited v7 and v4 modes.
The Stokes spectrum has a large depletion at time zero which quickly 
recovers with a time constant (after deconvolution) of less than 300 fs. This large 
depletion is much more than can be accounted for by a temperature effect on the 
resonance Raman cross section. This signal is interpreted as a population bleaching 
due to laser excitation to an excited electronic state which then relaxes to the original 
ground electronic state with a 300 fs time constant. This assignment matches the 
previous interpretation of Martin et. al,105 who measured the lifetime o f the excited 
electronic state of hemoglobin using femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.
The dynamics o f the Stokes spectrum also exhibit a slow 5 ps recovery which 
is interpreted as vibrational cooling. The fact that the signal increases with time 
reflects the increasing resonance Raman cross section with lower temperatures. As 
discussed above, this is the expected behavior of the Stokes spectrum.
It should be pointed out that these dynamics scans are symmetrical with time 
increasing to positive times in both directions from time zero. This is a consequence 
o f the fact that this experiment is using two pulses of the same wavelength.
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One point that needs to be addressed is the apparent lack of a population 
bleaching signal in the antiStokes spectrum. It must be remembered, however, that 
the population of the v7 and v4 levels from which antiStokes scattering occurs is 
nearly zero at time zero. As time increases the population is expected to build at the 
rate of decay of the excited electronic state (300 fs). This dynamics has been 
simulated in Figure 5.7. The population bleaching of the Stokes spectrum is 
simulated in Figure 5.8. The bottom halves of these two Figures have been 
convolved with the experimental time resolution of the apparatus. These two figures 
clearly show that the population bleaching of the Stokes spectrum should be 
observed. However, the rapid (300 fs) increase o f the antiStokes signal is largely lost 
once the convolution has been performed. This indicates that there is no real 
dilemma why this rapid population increase is not observed in the dynamics o f the 
antiStokes spectrum.
5.3.5 Discussion of DeoxyHB Dynamics
The dynamics data in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 indicate a 300 fs population bleach 
assigned to electronic relaxation of an excited electronic state. The dynamics o f the 
v7 and v4 Stokes spectrum has a vibrational cooling time o f 5 ps. The v7 mode 
antistokes spectrum has a vibrational cooling time of 5 ps. However, the v4 mode 
antiStokes spectrum has a relaxation time of 2 ps. The fact that the low frequency 
v7 mode has about the same relaxation rate as the recovery of the Stokes spectrum 
indicates that the relaxation rate is limited by energy transfer from vibrational modes 
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Figure 5.7 Simulation of antiStokes dynamics
The antiStokes signal is supposed to have a 300 fs increase time and a 2 ps 
decay (top). However, when this process is convolved with the 350 fs laser pulse 
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Figure 5.8 Simulation o f Stokes dynamics
The 300 fs rapid recovery process (top) becomes slower after convolution 
with 350 fs laser pulse (bottom).
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The 2 ps decay time measured for the relaxation o f the v4 antiStokes signal 
is significantly faster than the recovery time of the Stokes spectrum. The most 
plausible explanation for this relaxation time is that it results from intramolecular 
vibrational relaxation (IVR) of v4. That is, if only a single heme vibration is 
considered, a high frequency oscillator should have a relaxation rate which is slower 
than a low frequency oscillator due to the difference in the energy gap and the 
density o f states in the protein accepting modes. However, when IVR occurs, the 
energy in the v4 mode decays to nearly isoenergetic vibrational levels in the bath of 
low frequency heme modes. The rate o f this decay process depends on the 
vibrational coupling and the density of states in the heme. The fact that v4 
decays irreversibly into a bath of states whose relaxation time is 4 to 5 ps is an 
indication that v4 is relaxing into a bath characteristic at a lower temperature. This 
indicates that the initial energy distribution is not characteristic of a Boltzmann 
distribution.
This result is one of the first direct measurements o f IVR times for very large 
molecules in condensed media. Theoretical calculations o f IVR in large molecules 
are in agreement with our measurements.106
Dlott et. al.107 have studied the vibrational cooling in crystals such as 
pentacene in naphthalene. They have developed a model for the cooling process 
which involves three phases. For low frequency vibrations relaxation is envisioned 
to occur directly into the phonon bath states. In this regime relaxation is fast (several
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picoseconds) due to the large density o f bath states and strong anharmonic coupling 
between the molecular vibration and the intermolecular bath levels.
Regime II involves vibrations with intermediate frequencies and these levels 
relax at the slowest rate. In this case the coupling with bath states is small compared 
to the coupling between intramolecular vibrations. In this regime relaxation occurs 
by a stepwise cascading down the ladder of intramolecular levels. In Regime III, at 
still higher vibrational frequency, the density of intramolecular states has increased 
to the point where fast intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) can occur. In this 
regime the relaxation rate is faster than 2 ps. Here the rate depends on the density 
o f states and the intramolecular coupling.
In comparison to our results on cooling in heme proteins it is interesting to 
consider where the region III is likely to occur. Free jet studies of IVR in porphyrins 
indicate108 that the onset of fast IVR begins at about 700 cm '1. This is comparable 
to both the v7 and v4 modes we have studied in hemoglobin. Thus it is not too 
surprising that we observe a very fast 2 ps IVR time for the 1355 cm'1 v4 vibration 
in hemoglobin.
Dlott et. al.107 made some predictions by extrapolating his vibrational cooling 
model in crystals to heme proteins and estimated a 20 ps cooling time. Yet we have 
determined that the cooling time is significantly faster and occurs with a time 
constant o f 4-5 ps. It is important to consider the possible reasons why the actual 
cooling time is so much faster than expected.
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In the cooling model o f Dlott et. al.107 the overall cooling time is determined 
by the rate of relaxation occurring in regime II. There are several reasons why 
hemoglobin may relax significantly faster. First, the coupling with the bath states in 
the protein is larger than the weak van der Waals bonds in molecular crystals.
However, there is a second and more important factor to consider. The regime 
I stops where the phonon spectrum cuts off. In molecular crystals this occurs fairly 
sharply at frequencies near 150 cm'1.109 Dlott107 estimates that the fast relaxation 
o f regime I extends upwards to twice the cut off frequency or 300 cm'1. In 
hemoglobin, however, the phonon spectrum calculated from normal mode analysis 
of covalently linked amino acids is relatively flat well past 300 cm '1.109 If the fast 
relaxation o f regime I ends near twice this frequency then the slow relaxation of 
regime II has an onset near 600 cm*1. However, the onset of regime III where fast 
IVR dominates is expected to occur near 700 c m 1.
Thus it is reasonable to expect that hemoglobin will exhibit a much faster 
relaxation than observed in molecular crystals. This is a consequence of two factors. 
The first is the extension to higher frequencies of regime I due to the broader 
phonon spectrum of the protein. The second factor is the lowering of the onset of 
regime III due to the larger number of intramolecular vibrations in the heme in 
contrast to the molecular crystal. As a result, in hemoglobin there is probably little 
or no regime II since this is the regime responsible for the rate limiting step in 
molecular crystals, the cooling time in heme proteins will be significantly faster if 
the region of regime II is limited.
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Henry et. al.106, have performed molecular dynamics calculations on 
vibrational cooling in heme proteins. For myoglobin they find that cooling requires 
times on the order of 50 ps for complete relaxation. For cytochrome-C relaxation is 
faster and is complete in less than 20 ps. The primary reason for this difference is 
that the heme in myoglobin (like hemoglobin) is attached to the protein through salt 
like bond linkages. Whereas, the heme in cytochrome-C is covalently bonded to the 
protein at three sites. The strong covalent bonds lead to faster relaxation. As 
indicated by the authors, the primary uncertainty in their calculation is the lack o f 
information about the strength of the coupling between the heme and protein. A 
second source of concern is that the calculation ignores relaxation to the solvent. 
When the side chains are considered nearly 20% of the heme is in contact with the 
solvent and this may represent an important relaxation channel, particularly since 
IVR is apparently fast enough to promote the flow of energy to the side chains. The 
fact that the calculation underestimates the cooling rate is probably a reflection of 
both o f these factors.
5.3.6 Conclusions on DeoxyHB
The dynamics o f the Stokes and antiStokes resonance Raman bands of 
deoxyHB have been investigated following photoexcitation at 410 nm. Experiments 
were performed to make sure that the observed dynamics were not the result of 
changes in the transient absorption o f the sample. Relatively low laser powers were 
used to avoid high power effects and the resonance Raman lineshapes support the 
fact that no high power effects of Raman scattering from excited electronic states are
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observed. The vibrational dynamics reflect the expected changes in the Raman 
intensities where the antiStokes intensities are largely affected by vibrational 
population as a result o f the transient heating o f the heme. The Stokes intensities are 
largely affected by temperature effects on the resonance Raman cross section as well 
as anharmonic coupling with low frequency heme vibrations.
A bleach of the Stokes spectrum with a 300 fs time constant for recovery was 
observed and assigned to the decay of the excited electronic state. The overall 
vibrational cooling rate observed in the dynamics of the Stokes spectrum is 4-5 ps.
The antiStokes vibrational dynamics revealed a mode dependant relaxation 
rate. The high frequency v4 mode was observed to undergo intramolecular vibrational 
relaxation (IVR) with a time constant of 2 ps. This result indicates that internal 
energy distributions which are not Boltzmann-like can exist for periods o f at least 
2 ps. Thus it would be possible in certain light driven reactions that specific 
vibrational populations could be prepared by Franck-Condon excitation which could 
have more favorable cross sections for reaction. In the special pair o f chlorophyll for 
example, the initial electron transfer process which is so important in creating 
efficient charge separation, the reaction time is only 1-2 ps. This is a prime example 
of a system where a carefully chosen initial excitation might be responsible for the 
efficiency of the reaction. The v7 mode was observed to relax in the antiStokes 
spectrum at a rate comparable to the overall vibrational relaxation time constant of 
4-5 ps. The efficiency o f vibrational cooling in heme proteins is related to several 
factors: a relatively high coupling of heme with the protein, a bath o f intermolecular
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accepting modes (the protein) which have a continuous and flat spectrum of phonon 
modes out past 300 cm'1, and a dense manifold of highly coupled intramolecular 
vibrations which leads to a relatively low frequency onset for fast intramolecular 
vibrational relaxation in the heme.
5.4 Dynamics o f Ligand Bound Hemoproteins
This section discusses the vibrational dynamics o f the ligand bound heme 
proteins with the ligands CO, 0 2, and NO. One pulse is used to photoexcite the 
ligand bound heme protein and a second pulse of the same color is used to probe the 
vibrational dynamics. The results of the similar experiment on deoxy hemoglobin 
(HB) from the last section are used to interpret the vibrational cooling process. The 
remaining dynamics are interpreted as the formation of the HB photoproduct and its 
geminate recombination with the ligand. Since the ligand bound precursor and the 
deoxy photoproduct have separate and distinct spectral signatures the entire 
photochemistry can be monitored from the perspective o f the reactant and the 
product.
5.4.1 Photodissociation and Geminate Recombination
Figure 5.9 shows the normal steady state resonance Raman spectra of HBCO, 
H B 02, HBNO, and HB. All of the resonance Raman bands have been previously 
characterized and these spectra are in good agreement with the expected result for 
each species. The important point to notice in Figure 5.9 is that there are two 
prominent bands which we have used to study hemoprotein dynamics. The oxidation 
state marker band v4 at 1355 cm '1 in HB is shifted approximately 20 cm '1 to higher
122
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Figure 5.9 Resonance Raman spectra of hemoproteins
From top to bottom, the four spectra are the resonance Stokes component 
of HBCO, H B 02, HBNO, and HB respectively.
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frequency when the ligand is attached. It is therefore possible to selectively probe 
either the ligand bound precursor or the HB photoproduct by suitable choice of 
vibrational frequency. The v7 band at 675 cm '1 is another prominent band. However 
its frequency shift between ligand off and ligand on is very small and therefore 
cannot be used to distinguish between the two species. However, this band can still 
be probed to look for the vibrational cooling dynamics occurring in both species.
Figure 5.10 shows the vibrational spectrum (transient difference spectrum) of 
HB at various delays between the pump and probe pulses. As discussed in the last 
section, the antiStokes spectrum shows a large enhancement in signal at time zero 
which decays to zero as time increases. These dynamics are interpreted as the 
spectral signature of vibrational cooling and are largely the result of an increase in 
the vibrational population in the v4 band as a result o f the initial large internal energy 
o f the heme. The Stokes spectrum shows a large depletion at time zero which is the 
result of population bleaching and a decrease in the Raman cross section due to the 
initially large internal energy in the heme. The population bleach recovers during the 
first few picoseconds as electronic relaxation repopulates the ground electronic state. 
The remaining bleach due to vibrational cooling recovers during the first 10 
picoseconds.
Dynamics of HBOz
Figure 5.11 shows the transient difference spectrum of H B 02 at different time 
delays. The main feature of these spectra which is different from that of HB is the 
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Figure 5.10 Transient spectra o f HB
The difference spectra o f HB v4 band at different time delays between the 
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Figure 5.11 Transient spectra of H B 02
The difference spectra o f H B 02 v4 band at different time delays between 
the two laser pulses. From top to bottom the delays are 0 ps, 1 ps, 4 ps, and 10 ps 
respectively.
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expected for the v4 deoxy peak. The bleach is located at the frequency o f the H B 02 
band. Thus the precursor and photoproduct bands are prominent features o f this 
spectra. At time 0 ps the bleaching is asymmetric. This is due to the existence of a 
large part o f population bleaching in the case of the v4 H B 02 band. The population 
bleach recovers in the first ps. From time 1 ps to 10 ps there is a positive and 
negative band whose intensity does not change very much. The intensity of these two 
bands is expected to be roughly symmetric since the relative intensity of the HB v4 
and H B 02 v 4 band is about the same. The existence of a symmetric positive/negative 
peak indicates that every heme molecule that has been dissociated shows up in the 
form o f HB. There are no other apparent photoproducts.
The most important information in the H B 02 v4 band dynamics shown in 
Figure 5.11 is the consistency of the magnitude o f the positive band due to HB as 
a function of time. There is no population increase from 0.5 ps to 10 ps. This 
statement also holds true for the H B 02 bleach as long as it is remembered that the 
initial bleach recovery during the first ps is due to electronic relaxation.
From the point o f view o f the precursor H B 02 and the photoproduct HB there 
is no geminate recombination occurring on a time scale o f greater than 500 fs and 
less than 10 ps!
Dynamics of HBNO
The dynamics o f HBNO are shown in Figure 5.12. These dynamics have 
some of the same components as just discussed for H B 02. The time zero spectra 
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Figure 5.12 Transient spectra of HBNO
The difference spectra of HBNO v4 band at different time delays between 
the two laser pulses. From top to bottom the delays are 0 ps, 1 ps, 4 ps, and 10 ps 
respectively.
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a large negative bleach at the frequency o f the HBNO band which recovers quickly 
during the first picosecond. Again, the bleach recovery is assigned to electronic 
relaxation occurring in HBNO. Note that at time 1 ps and time 4 ps the 
positive/negative peak is symmetric indicating that all molecules accounting for the 
bleach show up in the positive band representative of HB.
There is one distinct difference between the HBNO dynamics and that of 
H B 02. On a long time scale, the HBNO bleach band and HB positive band 
disappear. This indicates that HBNO is recovering and HB is disappearing. This is 
direct evidence that geminate recombination is occurring on a roughly 10 ps time 
scale. This result is in agreement with the recent work o f Hochstrasser110 where 
it was found that recombination occurs with a 17 ps time constant for HBNO. 
Dynamics of HBCO
The dynamics o f HBCO is shown in Figure 5.13. Here again there is a 
positive/negative band at the expected frequency of HB and HBCO respectively. 
There is no apparent dynamics from 0 ps to 10 ps. This indicates that there is no 
geminate recombination occurring on this time scale. The recovery of the electronic 
bleach during the first 1 ps observed for HBO, and HBNO is not observed for 
HBCO. This is the result of the fact that the quantum yield of HBCO dissociation 
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Figure 5.13 Transient spectra of HBCO
The difference spectra of HBCO v4 band at different time delays between 
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Figure 5.14 Transient spectra at 0 ps time delay
The v4 difference spectra o f HBNO, H B 02, and HBCO (from top to 
bottom) at 0 ps time delay. The height o f the positive band that represents the 
population of the photodissociation product HB is quite different for different 
ligands. HBCO has the maximum height. H B 02 has only 40% o f HBCO, and 
HBNO has only 20% .
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5.4.2 Quantum Yields o f Dissociation
As previously discussed there has been much discussion about the quantum 
yields for photodissociation and the significance of these values for the reaction 
coordinate for ligand rebinding. Figure 5.14 shows the initial 0 ps delay yields o f HB 
following photodissociation of HBNO, H B 02, and HBCO, respectively. The major 
point o f this figure is that there is a large difference in the amplitude o f the HB 
photoproduct signal from each of the respective precursors. This amplitude is not 
affected by geminate recombination. The zero picosecond delay signal gives a 
measure of the initial yield o f dissociated product before any significant geminate 
recombination has occurred.
We have also discovered that there is no appreciable recombination for 
HBCO and H B02 during the first 30 ps. For HBNO a large fraction of the initially 
produced dissociated product recombines during the first 30 ps. There is insufficient 
signal in the Raman experiment to determine the lower limit of how much 
dissociated product remains after the 30 ps.
The conclusion o f these data is that the quantum yields measured at 30 ps 
after dissociation are influenced by two different factors, one is electronic relaxation 
and the other is geminate recombination. The literature result for HBCO is that the 
dissociation occurs with nearly unit quantum yield. For H B 02, the quantum yield that 
we measure is 40%. This yield is determined solely be the partitioning between 
different relaxation pathways in the excited electronic states o f the H B 02 precursor. 
Approximately 60% of the heme molecules undergo internal conversion leading to
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an internally hot ground state H B 02 heme. The rest of the excited molecules 
dissociate to HB but there is no measured geminate recombination during the first 
30 ps.
For HBNO the quantum yield for dissociation is low for two reasons. The 
data in Figure 5.14 indicate that the initial production o f HBNO is small as 80% of 
the initially excited molecules undergo electronic relaxation giving rise to a HBNO 
ground state with large amount of internal energy. The remaining 20% dissociate to 
HB and NO. Following this however, there is a large amount of geminate 
recombination during the first 30 ps resulting in an even smaller quantum yield for 
dissociation. There is more evidence in the next section that this interpretation is 
correct.
5.4.3 Dynamics o f Vibrational Cooling
The dynamics of the vibrational spectra at fixed frequency are shown in 
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 for the v7 and v4 bands. The v7 band does not shift in 
frequency whether or not the ligand is attached to the heme. All o f the Stokes 
spectra (Figure 5.15B) show the population bleach due to electronic relaxation. For 
H B 02s and HBNO, the dynamics of v7 shows the same vibrational cooling dynamics 
discussed in the last section for HB (last panel). However, for HBCO (top panel) 
there is no evidence for any vibrational cooling. Apparently, the HB photoproduct 
is produced vibrationally cold with most of the photon energy accounted for by bond 
breaking and translational energy of the photofragments. The antiStokes spectra in 
Figure 5.15A give the same result. Photoexcited HB, HBNO, and H B 02 all give rise
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Figure 5.15 Dynamics o f v7 band
The antistokes (A) and Stokes (B) dynamics o f v7 band for HBCO, H B 02, 
HBNO, and HB (from top to bottom for both A and B)
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(ps)








Figure 5.16 Dynamics of v4 band
The antistokes (A) and Stokes (B) dynamics o f v4 band for HBCO, H B 02, 
HBNO, and HB (from top to bottom for both A and B)
TIME 
(ps)






to spectra representative of vibrationally hot HB, HBNO, and HB02 heme molecules. 
This is additional evidence which supports the conclusion that the ground state of 
these molecules is produced by fast electronic relaxation rather than slower geminate 
recombination occurring on a time scale 2 ps or greater as suggested by other recent 
work111. The HBCO heme group photodissociates to an internally cold heme and 
translationally excited products.
The individual dynamics scans for HBCO, H B02, and HBNO vA Stokes band 
are fitted in Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. It is evident from these figures that the 
formation of ground state HBNO arises largely from electronic relaxation. The 10-20 
ps geminate recombination component is small in comparison.
5.4.4 Sum m ary of Results
By measuring the dynamics o f both the ligand bound precursor and the heme 
o f the photoproduct (HB) we have found direct evidence for two important 
components of the photochemistry of heme proteins. The first is that there is a large 
component of electronic relaxation which significantly affects the quantum yields of 
photodissociation. The time zero spectra show a quantum yield of 20%, 40%, and 
100% dissociation relative to HBCO. That is, we measure only relative quantum 
yields to that of HBCO where the quantum yield is assumed to be 100% based on 
literature values. The evidence for this conclusion is also supported by the 
observation of an internally hot H B 02 and HBNO that is produced at time zero 
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Figure 5.17 Stokes dynamics of HBCO v4 band
Dots: expermental data. Solid line: least square fit. The result is a 300 fs 
recovery and a 4 ps recovery. However the amplitude o f the slower recovery is 
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Figure 5.18 Stokes dynamics of H B 02 v4 band
Dots: expermental data. Solid line: least square fit. The result is a 300 fs 
recovery and a 5 ps recovery. The amplitude of the slower recovery is about 50% 
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Figure 5.19 Sookes dynamics of HBNO v4 band
Dots: expermental data. Solid line: least square fit. The result is a 330 fs 
recovery and a 4 ps recovery. The amplitude of the slower recovery is about 40% 
of that o f the fast recovery.
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The second component of heme photochemistry is that geminate 
recombination does not occur for HBCO and H B 02. For HBNO geminate 
recombination was observed to occur during the first 30 ps with all o f the Raman 
signal decaying on this time scale.
5.4.5 Discussion
In the previous work of Martin et al.112 a 2.5 ps component was observed 
in the dynamics of HBCO, H B 02, and HBNO. Through a very difficult and tedious 
interpretation Martin and coworkers suggested that the 2.5 ps component was 
geminate recombination with components of increasing weight for HBCO, H B 02, 
and HBNO. Our more direct results suggest an alternative conclusion. Fast geminate 
recombination only occurs for HBNO. Apparently, the potential barrier to back 
reaction is sufficiently large in both H B 02 and HBCO that no detectable 
recombination occurs on a tens of picosecond time scale. So what is the 2.5 ps 
component of relaxation observed in the Martin et al. experiment? It is very likely 
that this component actually reflects the intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) 
time that we have observed in the vibrational dynamics discussed in the last section. 
Nonradiative relaxation processes are known to operate through doorway states 
which have the highest rate o f conversion. Usually, these doorway states are 
comprised of low quantum number excitation into high frequency modes. Perhaps 
what is being observed in the transient absorption spectrum is the intramolecular 
vibrational redistribution of excitation in high frequency vibrations decaying into low 
frequency vibrations. This conclusion would also account for the relative yields
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observed by Martin et al.. In our experiment we have observed that 80% of HBNO 
undergoes internal conversion and these molecules have large amounts of internal 
energy. For H B 02 there is more initial dissociation and the HB dissociation product 
has much less internal energy than the H B 02 component produced by nonradiative 
electronic relaxation. Similarly for HBCO most o f the heme groups dissociate to HB 
molecules that we find to have cold internal temperatures. Thus if  the absorption 
experiment is probing the initial vibrational populations of the hot hemes, it would 
find the largest component in HBNO with successively less in H B 02 and HBCO. 
This, in fact, is their reported result.
Our results on the geminate recombination of HBNO are in agreement with 
those of Hochstrasser110 who monitored the time dependence of the IR signal from 
NO. Although it could be argued that the IR results were measuring the 
disappearance of NO due to reaction of NO with an active site near the heme pocket, 
our Raman experiment verifies the Hochstrasser interpretation since both the HB 
heme Raman spectrum and the HBNO heme Raman spectrum indicate that geminate 
recombination is taking place.
These results can be used to say something about the reaction coordinate to 
ligand binding. The observation of geminate recombination in only the HBNO case 
indicates that the barrier to reaction is lowest in this system. For H B 02 and HBCO 
the barrier is sufficiently high that no significant back reaction occurs on a short time 
scale. This statement can be made unequivocally since there is no reason to expect 
that the rate of reaction of the CO or 0 2 ligand with another site near the heme
pocket should be greater than that of NO. The rates o f diffusion for these three 
species should also be similar so that the rates o f geminate recombination o f these 
three ligands should largely reflect the height o f the reaction barrier to 
recombination.
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
Chirped pulse amplification is demonstrated to be a effective method in the 
generation o f high energy femtosecond laser pulses at high repetition rate. 
Ti:sapphire crystal is proven to be an ideal medium for ultrafast laser pulse 
amplification in the near infrared range. It is also demonstrated that in using the 
fiber-grating compressor to compress mode-locked laser pulses, the feedback from 
the fiber tips must be eliminated to maintain stable operation o f the master laser. The 
stability of laser system output is optimized by minimizing the fluctuation o f the 
pumping source, and the pulse spectral quality is improved by retroreflecting a tiny 
fraction o f the reflection from the dye laser wavelength tuning element.
Without changing the mirror set, the optics set currently used in the laser system 
provides a wide tunable range from 720 nm to 820 nm. The tunable range can be 
extended to cover the whole lasing spectrum of Ti:sapphire crystal by using different 
mirror set for different wavelength range. At 820 nm laser pulses with 0.4 mJ of 
energy per pulse and 350 fs pulse width at 1 kHz repetition rate are obtained 
routinely. The second harmonic of this output has been used to study the ultrafast 
dynamics o f hemeprotein after ligand photodissiciation. For the first time the 
antiStokes dynamics o f hemeprotein are directly measured with femtosecond time 
resolution.
Femtosecond time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy o f hemeprotein 
show that upon absorption of photons at 410 nm, some molecules experience ligand 
dissociation. The fraction of molecules that photodissociate depends on the nature
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of the ligand. For CO, 0 2, and NO ligands, CO has a unit photodissociation 
probability and 0 2 has about 40% while NO has only about 20% photodissociation 
probability. The Stokes and antiStokes dynamics of both ligated and deligated 
hemeproteins reveal that the electronic excited heme relaxes to ground electronic 
state in about 300 fs. The heme that does not shed its ligand is vibrationally hot. 
Most o f the vibrational energy is deposited in the high vibrational frequency modes. 
A 2 ps IVR process occurs to redistribute the vibrational energy to low vibrational 
frequency modes followed by a 4 to 5 ps VER process that cools the whole heme. 
For the heme that sheds its ligand, a significant amount of energy is consumed in the 
photodissociation process and carried away by the dissociated ligand, the molecule 
is a lot cooler than that without ligand dissociation. No significant amount of fast 
geminate recombination is observed between 1 ps to 4 ps.
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